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ABSTRACT
A HARDWARE/SOFTWARE CO-DESIGN ARCHITECTURE FOR THERMAL,
POWER, AND RELIABILITY MANAGEMENT IN CHIP MULTIPROCESSORS
FEBRUARY 2010
OMER KHAN, B.Sc., MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Sandip Kundu

Today’s designs are being shaped by the challenges of nano-CMOS technologies:
increased power density, rising junction temperatures, and rising rate of errors and device
failures that constrain average rate of power dissipation, and design technologies that
limit peak power delivery. This thesis focuses on how to leverage the hardware and
software abstraction layers of today’s systems. Several of the low level hardware details
such as power, hotspots, and faults are tightly correlated to interactions within the system
including application and hardware behavior. The conventional approach to tackling such
problems come with additional costs and design complexity, and they are limited due to
the strict abstraction layers of today’s systems.
It is a well-known phenomenon that application programs exhibit repetitive and
recognizable behavior during the course of their execution. Taking advantage of this time
varying behavior at runtime can enable fine-grain optimizations. This thesis proposes a
low overhead and scalable hardware based program phase classification scheme, termed
as Instruction Type Vectors (ITV) which captures the execution frequencies of
committed instruction types over profiling intervals and subsequently classifies and
detects phases within threads. ITV reveals the computational demands by exposing the
instruction type distribution of phases to the system. This thesis proposes several
applications of ITV. Based on the past history of the rate of change of temperature, an intime response to thermal emergencies within cores is proposed. ITV improves the
accuracy of thread level temperature prediction, thus allowing the multi-core to operate at
its optimal performance, while keeping the cores thermally saturated. To enable power
management, a selective set of key hardware structures within cores are proposed to
dynamically adapt to the computational demands of the application threads. ITV is
proposed to speculatively trade off power and performance at the granularity of phases
and based on this information, selectively power gate structures. Finally, ITV is used to
map threads to cores when faults disable or degrade capability of cores. The system
observes the phase behavior and initiates thread relocation to match the computation
demands of threads to the capabilities of cores. This allows the system to exploit intercore redundancy for fault tolerance in a multi-core.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Today’s semiconductor industry is being shaped by the challenges of nano-CMOS
technologies: increasing occurrence of transient and permanent faults, increased leakage,
and power dissipation as first-order design constraint. This thesis focuses on how to
leverage the hardware and software abstraction layers of today’s systems to tradeoff
performance, power and reliability in multi-core processors. Several of the low level
details of hardware such as power dissipation, thermal flux and susceptibility to failures
are related to the execution patterns, and the working set. The conventional approach of
tackling such problems in hardware imposes additional costs and greater design
complexity. Software based techniques, on the other hand, are severely limited by
observability and controllability of the hardware due to strict abstraction layers. This
gives rise to the problem of matching the performance requirements of a specific
application thread to the capabilities of a specific processor core. This thesis seeks a
middle way by virtualizing the cores and transferring the management operations to a
software process that is hidden from the operating system. This chapter describes the
power, thermal, and reliability problem faced by today’s designs and presents a
summarized account of the thesis vision and contributions.

1.1 Power and Thermal Problem
The semiconductor industry has been driven by Moore’s law for more than four
decades. Miniaturization of device size has allowed more transistors to be packed into
unit area, while the improved transistor performance has resulted in significant increases
in frequency. Increased density of switching devices and rising frequencies has led to a
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power density problem. Rising power densities became unsustainable because the heat
dissipation capacity of a given package for a fixed area has not scaled very well during
this period. Higher power density leads to higher junction temperature, which in turn
causes loss of circuit performance as well as reliability problems. Fortunately, availability
of ever increasing number of transistors on a die has generally translated to additional
resources for computation. Processor companies responded to the power density issue
with a strategic “right hand turn” [1] by sharply scaling back on core frequency.
However, this frequency reduction adversely impacts the performance of single threaded
applications.
System-level power management has primarily relied on dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS). However, as the number of cores per chip scales to hundreds
or even thousands, per-core-DVFS has emerged as a major design and implementation
challenge. On-chip voltage regulators are a promising approach to achieving per-core
power control, but it is unclear that such techniques can scale to high performance multicores, or to finer granularities than the core. These issues raise the cost of DVFS, while
its effectiveness diminishes in 45 nm technologies and below where the power supply
voltages are 0.9V or lower. On the other hand, SRAM read/write stability requires a
minimum of 0.7V, which sets a lower limit on practical supply voltages [60]. At the same
time, frequency scaling alone decreases performance proportionally to the reduction in
power. Per-core frequency scaling is also challenging as it requires per-core clock tree
network design and leads to challenges with synchronizing communication between
cores.
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Today’s processors feature a number of mechanisms to manage thermal problems.
They include thermal monitors on cores to enable fan-control and thermal throttling
mechanisms to reduce supply voltage and frequency. Despite these advances, thermal
management via throttling is not a complete solution. First, the current solution throttles
all cores because it is difficult to separate out clock distribution and power grid for each
core, which will invariably lead to inefficiency and synchronization issues. Secondly,
each thread has a different power profile. For example, a program that is CPU-intensive
with very few stalls due to cache miss results in a faster temperature ramp, while threads
that stall frequently due to cache misses may not exhibit the same ramp. In this example,
it makes sense to penalize or throttle CPU intensive threads to prevent hot spots, while
not penalizing the other threads. One way to address these problems is to extend
functionality of the operating system to include power/thermal management. Even legacy
reasons aside, this approach is not practical. Incorporating this functionality into the
operating system means hardware vendors will have to evolve specifications for power
and thermal management, limiting room for further innovations. The operating system
will need to know about all the low level details such as voltage, frequency etc. The
entire purpose of ISA is to insulate software from all these low level details. So this
approach is not practical. Yet, there is large advantage to be gained by transferring some
of the management activity to the software process. This thesis proposes a system level
hardware/software co-design approach to addressing the problems of power and thermal
management.
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1.2 Reliability Problem
The trend of increasing transistor density has also run into a number of difficulties
arising from circuit reliability and marginality problems. Current design practice assumes
that the underlying hardware continues to be correct during the product lifetime (except
high-end mainframes and some safety-critical applications). However, the relentless push
for smaller devices and interconnects has moved the technology closer to a point where
such design paradigm is not valid [2][3][4]. For example, with the advent of 90nm
technology, Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) has become a major reliability
concern [5], where a PMOS device degrades continuously with voltage and temperature
stress. At 45nm technology Positive Bias Temperature Instability (PBTI) for NMOS
devices is also becoming an issue [6]. Windows XP failure data by Microsoft Research
points to increased occurrences of hardware failures [7]. These problems are expected to
worsen in future nano-CMOS technologies [8][9]. These reliability defects cannot be prescreened during manufacturing. The majority of these defects appear under specific
voltage, temperature, frequency and workload conditions. Given the current push towards
adaptive design, it is not easy to predict these problems beforehand. Consequently, it is
not possible to screen these problems in the factory. They must be dealt with afterwards
in the field at runtime [10][11].
This thesis argues that failure detection and hardware reconfiguration in the field
will become necessary to assure adequate product reliability. Microprocessor systems
already deploy dynamic voltage and frequency control techniques. Current methods are
not robust and require multiple revisions of firmware to coordinate voltage and frequency
adjustments. Future systems that deploy hundreds of billions to trillions of extremely
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small transistors operating at less than 1V power supply, dissipating hundreds of watts of
power will experience both “soft defects” and multiple device failures that will
significantly reduce product life [10][11]. In such a system, even when a system starts out
as a symmetric homogeneous system, as device failures accumulate (even if they are
detected and faulty components are configured out of the system) and/or core frequencies
and voltages are independently adjusted, the system degenerates into an asymmetric chip
multiprocessor (AMP). AMP complicates system abstraction view at the programmers’
level and the operating systems level. Multithreaded application development with cores
performing at varying levels is notoriously difficult. They also complicate task
scheduling at the operating system level. This thesis proposes techniques to detect and
tolerate faults at the system level via a hardware/software co-design paradigm.

1.3 Thesis Contributions
The major challenge is to accomplish the objective of thermal, power and
reliability management by staying with the proven path of design with well established
architectures, software and design paradigms. This is where this thesis fits in. The central
vision of the thesis is summarized in Figure 1. This thesis seeks to solve the low-level,
technology related problems by considering the impact of these problems at the higher
system level. The central vision of the thesis is runtime adaptation of processing cores
within a chip multiprocessor to manage the low level hardware issues. The techniques
presented in this thesis are not overly intrusive on the design process, and are largely
transparent to the application and operating system software.
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Today: Gigascale Integration

Future: Petascale Integration

Embedded
Systems

1-2 cores (e.g., Atom);
~25 mm2/CPU;

4+ medium cores;

Desktop
Systems

Low power (Voltage and
Frequency Scaling – DVFS)
4-8 cores (e.g., Core i7);
~400 mm2/CPU;
DVFS, Thermal management

Servers/
Data
Centers

Multi-cores (8+ cores/ node);
600+ mm2/CPU;
DVFS, Thermal management,
Checkpoint & Rollback

Very aggressive power
management due to energy
constraints
10 – 100 – 1000s of
heterogeneous cores;
Aggressive power and
thermal management that may
lead to device errors, but
necessary due to power
constraints
(limiting factor  $)

1. Learn and leverage today’s systems
2. Discover and enable durability and availability of future systems

Figure 1 Central vision of thesis
The proposed scheme manages a chip multiprocessor by first separating the “real”
cores visible to the operating system and “physical” cores that make up the actual
hardware system. The number of real cores may be the same as the number of physical
cores, or if spare cores are available, can be less than the number of physical cores. Then
a concealed region of physical memory contains a layer of OS-independent software that
manages the real-to-physical core mapping in a manner that is completely transparent to
the operating system and all other application software. This hidden layer of
implementation dependent software is termed as the microvisor. The microvisor is
responsible for the thermal, power and reliability management and requires some
hardware support for monitoring and response reconfiguration. Figure 2 presents an
integrated view of the proposed “system” components of the microvisor. Each core
implements a novel phase classification hardware unit, termed as Instruction Type
Vectors (ITV) to expose inter/ intra thread variations to the microvisor. The microvisor
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Thread Migration

Core 1
ITV

Core n
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...

ITV
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Thread
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ITV

Hardware
Reconfiguration

Power
Microvisor:
Runtime Management Layer

Reliability

PowerFault
Performance Temperature Tolerance

Figure 2 Integration of a “System”
software evaluates the system level response for tackling low-level issues and initiates
hardware reconfiguration or thread migration. The scope of microvisor management
capabilities are shown in Figure 2. This thesis proposes applications of ITV for
improving accuracy of temperature prediction, fine grain power management, and
exploiting inter-core redundancy in multi-cores.
For thermal management, temperature prediction of threads is proposed, based on
the past history of the rate of change of temperature. This allows an in-time response to
thermal emergencies at a fine-grain granularity within cores. ITV improves the accuracy
of thread level temperature prediction significantly, allowing the multi-core to operate at
its optimal performance, while keeping the cores thermally saturated. To enable fine
grain power management, the microvisor dynamically adapts a selective set of few key
hardware structures within cores to the computational demands of the application threads.
ITV is used to speculate power-performance tradeoffs at the fine granularity of phases
and based on this information selectively power gates portions of a few structures such as
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reorder buffer, load store queue and instruction windows in a modern superscalar core.
Finally, ITV is used to guide mapping of threads to cores when faults disable or degrade
capabilities of structures within cores, or extemporaneous heterogeneity is intentionally
created by integrating heterogeneous cores in a chip multiprocessor. The microvisor
observes the changing phase behavior of threads and initiates thread relocation to match
the computation demands of threads to the capabilities of cores. In summary, this thesis
presents the microvisor as a low cost, flexible, and scalable hardware/software co-design
framework to manage a diverse set of features and functionality for the future multi-core
and many-core era.
The remainder of this thesis presents the proposed hardware/software co-design
architecture and its application to thermal, power and reliability management. Chapter 2
introduces the central concept of the microvisor. To assist the microvisor with fine-grain
management at the thread level, a novel phase classification scheme is presented, which
reveals the computational demands of threads in addition to phase classification. Chapter
3 presents and explores predictive thermal management architecture. Chapter 4 discusses
the empirical model for structure resizing to exploit power-performance efficiency in
superscalar processors. Chapter 5 presents and explores a novel hard error detection and
tolerance scheme that exploits inter-core redundancy in chip multiprocessors. Concluding
remarks are given in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE CO-DESIGN ARCHITECTURE
This chapter describes microvisor technology that seeks to maintain compatibility
with legacy software by making the low level hardware adaptations transparent to the
instruction set architecture (ISA), the operating systems, and the application software.
Microvisor runtime management layer and a novel hardware based phase classification
mechanism that reveals the computational demands of threads to the microvisor are
presented. This information is subsequently used by microvisor to initiate hardware
reconfigurations to tackle thermal, power and reliability issues in chip multiprocessors.

2.1 Microvisor: A Runtime Management Layer
The central component of the proposed system architecture is microvisor, a layer
of implementation-dependent software, co-designed with the hardware. The primary
function of microvisor is to manage hardware implementation features such as power,
thermal and reliability management. Of interest to us here is the detection, isolation, and
recovery from temperature and power emergencies, and hardware aging and failures.

Thin (Virtual) Layer of Software
With Knowledge of Hardware

System
Manager
Microvisor

Hardware
Hardware
Software
Software
OS/Applications with Abstractions

Figure 3 Microvisor’s System View
9

Microvisor deploys actions by initiating hardware reconfigurations (such as voltage
and/or frequency scaling or microarchitecture reconfigurations) and thread migration. By
their very nature, thermal emergencies and hardware failures are implementationdependent and cannot be easily managed by conventional software. Conventional
software is designed to satisfy a functional interface (Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)
and Application Binary Interface) that is intended to shield the software from
implementation details, not reveal them. The microvisor as envisioned by in Figure 3
resides in a region of physical memory that is concealed from all conventional software,
including the operating system.

2.1.1 Related Work
The proposed microvisor is inspired by IBM S/390 system that executes millicode
for implementing complex ESA/390 instructions [12][13]. Millicode has access not only
to all implemented ESA/390 instructions, but also to special instructions used to access
specific hardware. Millicode is stored at a fixed location in the real memory and uses a
separate set of general purpose and control registers. Unlike millicode, the microvisor is
completely hidden from the operating system leading to greater security, flexibility and
portability. Moreover, the microvisor uses the architected general purpose registers for
execution, leading to minimal hardware overhead.
The microvisor is similar in implementation and technology to the hypervisor
used in IBM systems that execute millicode held in concealed memory. The main
difference is the objective – the hypervisor is directed “upward” at operating system type
functions and is tightly couple with the operating system. The microvisor, however, is
directed “downward” at the microarchitecture and implementation dependent aspects of
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hardware implementation. Thus the microvisor as perceived by us operates beneath the
ISA in concealed memory. Therefore, microvisor can be changed without affecting any
other software running above the ISA.
The IBM DAISY project [14] and Transmeta Crusoe processor [15] demonstrated
the practicality of using co-designed virtual machines (VMs). Both DAISY and Crusoe
used VM technology for runtime binary translation from conventional ISAs (PowerPC
and x86 respectively) to propriety VLIW based ISA. Unlike DAISY and Crusoe, this
thesis uses VM technology for transparent management of processor resources in
software – functionality orthogonal to binary translation.
Alpha microprocessors use PALcode [16] to implement low-level hardware
support functions such as power-up initialization and TLB fill routines. PALcode aims at
hiding low level implementation details from the operating system. Unlike the
microvisor, PALcode is part of the architectural specification and accessible through
special instructions. The operating system is fully aware and needs to reserve part of the
address space for this code.

2.1.2 Microvisor Architecture
The proposed architecture has both hardware and software components, as shown
in Figure 4. The hardware components are categorized into monitoring and response
logic that is primarily used to assist the microvisor to manage the thermal, power and
reliability of the chip. Monitoring hardware consists of thermal and power sensors [17]
strategically distributed throughout the chip and observability monitors for component
level testing support. To support fine grain responses to thermal events and failures, a
phase classification unit is placed in each core of a chip multiprocessor. Details of the
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Distributed Thermal/Power Sensors
Observability Monitors for online testing
Phase Classification of Threads

Microvisor
(concealed software)

Core 1

Core 2

. . .

Core N

Reconfiguration Controls: Voltage/Frequency
Scaling, Hardware Reconfiguration, Thread Migration

mTimer

Invoke Functional Threads for online testing

Figure 4 Microvisor’s Interactions within the System
phase classification hardware are discussed in further detail in section 2.2. Example of
response hardware are reconfiguration capabilities for localized throttling and reduction
in capabilities or resizing of resources such as queues, buffers and tables, as well as the
ability to reduce the width of the major components of the machine such as, fetch, issue
and retirement units. Hardware platform is also assumed to provide support for dynamic
voltage or frequency scaling, as well as processor virtualization features like expanded
isolation, and mechanisms for quick thread migration [18][19]. The details of the
response mechanisms are discussed in subsequent chapters.
Microvisor software resides in a region of physical memory concealed from all
conventional software (including the operating system). In essence, the microvisor
executes in the highest privilege mode that supersedes the supervisor or operating system.
The microvisor instruction set naturally includes instructions belonging to the underlying
conventional ISA, but it also includes additional implementation dependent instructions,
registers/data structures and interrupts that are visible only to the microvisor. The
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microvisor instructions execute using the same data and control paths as the native cores
and do not require substantial design complexity. The extra registers include scratch
registers, configuration registers, control registers and other special purpose data
structures. The scratch registers are used by the microvisor to save architected registers
shared with conventional software, such as the stack pointer and return PC. The
configuration registers provide an interface to the microvisor for managing the processor
configuration. The microvisor can write to these registers to reconfigure various
microarchitectural entities such as functional units, and the load/store queue, etc. in the
event of a failure or for power management. The control registers are used to set the
operating conditions for various hardware resources. In a chip multiprocessor, the control
registers are used to set the supply voltage and frequency of each core. They act as input
to external voltage regulator module (VRM) or to set frequency divider ratio of onboard
phase lock loops (PLL) that set the processor frequency. Special microvisor instructions
are provided for accessing the extra registers.
By setting bits in a microvisor configuration register, specified interrupts are
programmed to transfer control to the microvisor. There are two types of interrupts –
architected (part of the conventional ISA) and non-architected (specific to the
microvisor). The non-architected traps and interrupts are invisible to the operating
system, and thus the microvisor handles them and transfers control back to the interrupted
process without operating system intervention or knowledge. The non-architected
interrupts include: mTimer interrupt, which is programmed by the microvisor to
periodically interrupt the processor and transfer control to the microvisor. This is similar
in functionality to the timer interrupt used by the operating system. It guarantees that the
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microvisor can seize control at least at timer intervals. Function-specific interrupts are
specific to microvisor’s management support. For example, the detection of a thermal
emergency in core may trigger an interrupt to invoke the microvisor for urgent reevaluation. Similarly, a phase change in an application triggers an interrupt by the phase
classification and detection unit to invoke the microvisor.

2.1.3 Microvisor Summary
The microvisor is a virtualization technique used for the special purpose of
managing the low level hardware details of modern chip multiprocessors. Unlike general
purpose virtualization techniques with persistent runtime overhead, the overhead of
microvisor is limited to periodically running management for power, thermal and
reliability of the chip. The microvisor relieves the operating system from managing
underlying changes to the hardware and a complex set of implementation dependences

2.2 Program Phase Classification
This thesis presents a novel architecture for classifying the occurrences of phases
in threads using Instruction Type Vectors (ITV). The basic idea is to classify the dynamic
instruction execution of applications into stable phases and unlock the computational
demands of phases. The goal of phase classification is to identify recurring and similar
long running intervals of execution as unique phases. Typical applications incur patterns
of recurring behavior with occurrences of stable and unstable phases. The stable phase is
defined as a series of four or more similar intervals, while the rest of the intervals are
categorized as unstable phases. As these phases change during runtime, the microvisor
constantly re-evaluates its responses.
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2.2.1 Related Work on Hardware based Program Phase Classification
Repetitive and recognizable phases in applications have been observed and
exploited by computer architects for decades [20][21]. Application phase behavior has
been of interest with two main goals. In the first category, researchers have identified
program phases to identify representative application sections for speeding up
performance simulations [21]. The second category focuses on identifying power and
performance behavior in systems to perform on-the-fly optimizations [22].
There have been several studies on examining and classifying program phase
behavior at runtime [23][24][25][26]. Programs exhibit phase behavior in terms of
instruction level parallelism and instruction mix during the course of their execution. It is
already well-known that phases may vary significantly across a program [22][27][28]. As
program phases are rooted in the static structure of a program, using an instruction related
model is intuitive. Researchers have used Page working set [29][30], Instruction working
set [30], and Basic Block Vectors [31] to describe program behavior. Taking advantage
of this time varying behavior via reconfiguration can enable fine-grain optimizations
[32][33][34]. To make such phase detection feasible, the implementation has to be low
overhead and scalable.
Dhodapakar present a hardware phase detection scheme based on working set
signatures of instructions touched in a fixed interval [30][35]. The instruction working set
is hashed into a bit vector, the working set signature. They track phase changes solely
upon what code was executed (working set), without weighing the code by its frequency
of execution.
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Sherwood et al and J. Lau et al present a hardware based scheme using Basic
Block Vectors (BBV) to track the execution frequencies of basic blocks touched in a
particular interval [31][36]. By examining the proportion of instructions executed from
different sections of the code, BBV is used to find the phases that correspond to changes
in program behavior. BBV shows best sensitivity and lowest variation in phases because
it captures code by frequency of execution in addition to what was executed [37].
This thesis proposes an Instruction Type Vectors (ITV) based model, which
captures the execution frequency of committed instruction types over a profiling interval.
Using ITV, rather than prior schemes, allows exposing the computational requirements of
a phase in addition to phase classification.

2.2.2 Instruction Type Vectors
Instruction Type Vectors (ITV) captures the execution frequency of committed
instruction types over an instruction profiling interval. Instructions types are classified
into eight categories for general purpose RISC architecture: iALU, iComplex, iBranch,
iLoad, iStore, fpALU, fpMult, fpDiv, where “i” implies integer and “fp” floating point.
At the end of each interval, the captured distribution of these instruction types is
concatenated to form an ITV. A compressed version of ITV, termed as “ITV Signature”
is created to assist microvisor with ranking threads based on the computational
requirements of phases. To form an ITV signature, the captured distribution of each
instruction type is converted as a percentage of profiling interval, represented by a 7-bit
register. These 7-bit registers for all instruction types are concatenated to form a 56-bit
ITV signature.
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This implementation independent scheme to classify stable phases allows
capturing the application behavior without any dependence on the underlying
microarchitecture. This makes the phase classification process a general purpose on-line
profiling technique, which is independent of the underlying hardware details, such as
capabilities of cores and their memory behavior.

2.2.3 Phase Classification Architecture
Figure 5 presents the required processes and steps to classify a stable phase using
the proposed Instruction Type Vectors. A detailed example implementation is presented
in the next section. The first stage of phase classification is “Accumulation of an ITV”.
Based on the interval granularity (controlled by “Interval Size”) to capture instruction
type distributions, the commit stage of a processor is instrumented to formulate an ITV.
At this point, the ITV classification phase is initiated. The goal of phase matching process
is to find previously classified stable ITV phases that have similar instruction
distributions to the current ITV. Two ITVs are considered a match, even if they do not
compare exactly. Using Manhattan distance between two ITVs to find an estimated
match has been shown to be an effective differentiator [24]. When the element-wise sum
of absolute differences between ITVs exceeds a pre-defined threshold (controlled by
“Difference Threshold”, it is classified as a potential new phase. Otherwise, the current
ITV is considered a match to a previously classified phase.
When an ITV is matched as a potential new phase, a classification stage is
initiated. The goal is to classify a new phase when four or more consecutive ITV
intervals result in a match. “MIN stable_count” metric is used to track ITV intervals for
such a potential match. When four or more consecutive ITV intervals match, they are
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Figure 5 Flow Chart: ITV Phase Classification
classified as a new phase, otherwise, the ITV intervals are considered unstable. In case
when unstable intervals are detected, the previously classified phase is returned to the
microvisor. This assumption is based on a “last next” prediction of phases, which is
considered the default phase change predictor for this thesis. When an interval does
match a previously classified stable phase, it is simply presented to the microvisor as
such. To further fine tune the difference threshold, a past history of interval matching are
tracked and as a result the default setting is adjusted appropriately.
The following section presents an example implementation of the proposed
classification scheme within microvisor.
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2.2.4 ITV Implementation
Figure 6 shows an example implementation of the proposed Instruction Type
Vectors based phase classification architecture. This implementation has both hardware
and software components. An Accumulator Table tracks the execution frequencies of the
instruction types encountered during an interval. When an instruction type is committed,
the corresponding instruction type counter is incremented. Each Accumulator Table entry
is a saturating counter to capture the corresponding instruction type count in a profiling
interval. The accumulator table counters are concatenated at the end of each interval to
form an Instruction Type Vector. All accumulator table entries are at this point cleared to
capture the next interval.
At the end of each interval, the captured ITV is sent to a phase lookup and
classification unit, which compares the current ITV to the previously classified phases. A
Past Footprints Table (PFT) is maintained to keep track of classified stable phases. To
keep the hardware overhead low and enable a scalable architecture, this thesis proposes to
implement the PFT into a multi-level data structure. A 4-entry PFT is maintained as
Level 1 PFT1 in hardware, while the Level 2 PFT2 maintains all classified phases for a
Software
Implementation
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# of Committed
Instructions
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+
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Figure 6 Phase Tracking Architecture
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thread in microvisor’s Phase History Table (PHT). For each thread, PFT2 maintains a
data structure to track classified phases and their frequency of occurrence. When a thread
is assigned to a core, four of the most recently classified phases are loaded in the core’s
PFT1. When microvisor is invoked, it updates the PFT2 with latest contents of
corresponding PFT1. In case of thread migrations, appropriate threads to cores mapping
is used to load PFT1 in each core with the corresponding thread’s phase information.
Phase classification unit first attempts to match the current ITV with past phases
in PFT1. In the case when none of the PFT1 phases match the current ITV, the
microvisor is invoked. Microvisor compares the current ITV against PFT2 entries to find
a match. If no match is found in PFT2, the current ITV is categorized as a potentially new
phase. If a match is found in the PFT2, the PFT2 entry is replaced by an entry in PFT1
using LRU replacement policy. The matching phase ID is forwarded to the phase change
prediction unit. The goal of phase matching process is to find intervals that have similar
instruction distributions. Two ITVs can be considered a match, even if they do not
compare exactly. Manhattan distance between two ITVs is used to find an estimated
match, which is shown to be an effective differentiator [24]. When the element-wise sum
of absolute differences between two ITVs exceeds a pre-defined threshold, it is classified
as a new phase. Otherwise, the current ITV is considered a match to a previously
classified phase in the PFT table.
When an ITV is classified for the first time, it is not inserted into the PFT1 unless
four consecutive ITVs match. This allows to classifying stable phases into the PFT.
When an ITV matches a classified phase in PFT1 or PFT2, an averaging step is
performed rather than updating the PFT entry with the latest ITV. This allows the stable
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phase to drift to its center. Weight of 10% for new ITV and 90% for original ITV shows
best results for SPEC 2000 benchmarks. The PFT tracks additional characterization
information when a stable phase is classified. During characterization, the IPC is captured
and stored along with the classified phase ID and the ITV signature. This information is
later used by the microvisor for determining responses to events as phases change.

2.2.5 Evaluation
An evaluation of the ITV phase classification scheme and its comparison to a
counterpart hardware phase classification scheme (based on Basic Block Vectors [31]), is
presented in this section.

2.2.5.1 ITV Difference Threshold
The ITV information captures intricate details about the computational
requirements of a phase, and is found to be highly sensitive to differences between ITVs.
Figure 7 compares several metrics under varying threshold limits, while the phase
interval is fixed at 10 million instructions. The data presented here is the average across
SPEC 2000 benchmarks.
“%age Not Classified” is the percentage of intervals that are not classified in the
PFT as a stable phase. “%age RSD” is the percentage relative standard deviation of
average IPC for each phase in SPEC2000 benchmarks. This metric evaluates how
effectively this scheme classifies performance changes across phases. “%age Phase
Changes” is the percentage of intervals that result in phase changes. For a 5% threshold
limit, the ITV scheme delivers the best results in terms of classifying phases such that
significant performance changes are captured, but it comes at the cost of higher number
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of phases and especially higher number of phase transitions. Lower thresholds also leave
out more intervals from being classified into stable phases. On the other hand, very high
threshold limits allow more intervals to be classified into a smaller number of phases.
The main drawback is that as the threshold increases, the % RSD goes up significantly.
In order to strike a balance between classifying more intervals into phases that are
capable of identifying significant performance changes, the proposed architecture use
12.5% as the threshold.

2.2.5.2 Profiling Granularity
To capture the runtime phase behavior of programs, the proposed scheme gathers
profile information at a sampling interval of 1 – 10 million instructions and compares it
with information collected over the past intervals. The choice of the sampling interval
affects the way phases are resolved. Based on Figure 8, a 10M instructions granularity
provides sufficient resolution of phases. Short intervals (<1M) expose fine grain details
and make the phase classification very sensitive to the number of consecutive intervals
needed to classify a stable phase. On the other hand, long intervals (>10M) may hide
short phases from being classified.
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2.2.5.3 Predicting Phase Transitions
A key use of ITV based phase classification is to detect changes in phase behavior
during dynamic execution of applications. When a phase change is detected, an interrupt
is generated to invoke the microvisor to re-evaluate for managing low level details such
as thermal, power and faults. Sherwood et al. [31] propose a run-length encoded markov
predictor to detect phase changes. They use the Phase ID and the number of times the
Phase ID has occurred in a row, to formulate a state. The next Phase ID is predicted
based on the current state. This predictor works well in their implementation where
phases are used for fine-grain reconfigurations without any differentiation between stable
and unstable phases.
This thesis presents the simplest form of a Markov predictor for phase change
detection, where the current Phase ID is predicted as the next Phase ID. To eliminate
some of the false predictions, filtering for unstable phases is applied by masking them
from triggering a phase change. Further architecture specific filtering includes instances
when microvisor does not result in acting on a particular phase change. For example, if a
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phase change does not identify significant performance changes, the configuration of the
cores do not change. When IPC delta between transitioning phases is below a threshold,
such phase transitions are mask out. For SPEC 2000 workloads, IPC change threshold of
0.2 shows best results. After applying filtering of unstable phases and insignificant IPC
changes, the proposed simple predictor delivers on average better than 90% correct
predictions.

2.2.5.4 Comparison to Related Work
The main goal of a phase classification scheme is to divide the dynamic
instruction stream into a sequence of fixed or variable length intervals. The similarity of
specific characteristics collected for each interval of execution is grouped into phases.
The goal is to implement a hardware based phase classification scheme that identifies
significant changes in stable parts of a program. This thesis target stable and long interval
phases that show little variations in performance (to help identify and apply optimizations
for managing low level hardware details).
The quality of phases is measured based on the homogeneity of the performance
characteristics of the detected phases. Research in phase classification uses Coefficient
of Variation (CoV) of the performance characteristics of the phases to estimate the
homogeneity of each phase detected in a program [36][37]. CoV of a phase is calculated
by dividing the standard deviation of the performance characteristics of the phase by the
mean of performance characteristics. CoV measures the amount of performance variation
within a phase. The lower the CoV, the higher is the stability of the detected phases.
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Figure 9 Per-phase homogeneity comparisons for BBV versus ITV
To visualize performance changes in a thread, IPC is chosen as the metric of
evaluation. Figure 9 shows the results of this analysis on the BBV and an equivalent ITV
implementation with 20 entries for PFT. Figure 9 shows the mean IPC in the graph,
although other metrics like memory accesses are shown to perform similar to IPC. For
each workload, the top classified phase is shown with its percentage of executed
instructions it accounted for (%age number on the x-axis). For benchmarks from SPEC
2000, the bar on the left shows the mean IPC and the standard deviation from mean IPC
for the BBV, and the bar on the right shows the same for ITV. When the variability of
IPC (shown using the y-axis error bars) within a classified phase is low, an optimization
applied for that phase can be effectively reused when the phase recurs.
To test the performance of the proposed ITV scheme against the BBV scheme,
CoV criterion is used. As mentioned earlier, lower CoV of a phase is an indication of
higher stability. In Figure 10, the left bar shows the weighted average of CoV for the
identified phases using BBV, while the right bar shows the weighted average CoV for
ITV based scheme. Results indicate that on average the ITV has lower CoV (more
stability) than BBV. In certain benchmarks like apsi and mcf, BBV performs better. This
can be attributed to the natural granularity of capturing basic blocks versus instruction
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Figure 10 CoV comparison for phases identified using BBV versus ITV
types. On the flip side, ITV reveals the computational demands of an application by
exposing the instruction type distributions within phases. This feature as applied to
managing low level details of hardware signifies the novelty of ITV based phase
classification. The subsequent chapters of this thesis discuss the applications of ITV
phase classification and its integration in the system using the microvisor.
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CHAPTER 3
THERMAL MANAGEMENT
In today’s high performance computing environment, power density issues are at
the forefront of design constraints. Many platforms integrate a diverse set of processing
cores on the same die to fit small form factors. Due to the design limitations of using
expensive cooling solutions, such complex chip multiprocessors require an architectural
solution to mitigate thermal problems. Many of the current systems deploy voltage and/or
frequency scaling to address thermal emergencies, either within the operating system or
in hardware. These techniques have certain limitations in terms of response lag,
scalability, cost and being reactive. This chapter presents an alternative thermal
management system to address these limitations, based on virtual machine concept that
uses a runtime layer of software (microvisor) to manage the computational demands of
threads to the thermal constraints of cores. A novel system level mechanism is proposed
to push the cores within a chip multiprocessor to their thermal limits (maximize system
throughput). This requires localized, predictive and in-time response to thermal events.
ITV is shown to improve temperature prediction accuracy as well as adapting thermal
management to thread level behavior and variations.

3.1 Introduction
Power density problems in today’s microprocessors have become a first-order
constraint at runtime. Hotspots may lead to circuit malfunction or complete system
breakdown. As power density has been increasing with the technology trends,
downscaling of supply voltage and innovations in packaging and cooling techniques to
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dissipate heat have lagged significantly due to technology and design constraints. These
problems are further exacerbated for small and restricted form factors.
This thesis presents a novel system level thermal management architecture based
on virtual machine concept. Microvisor manages the computational demands of threads
to the thermal constraints of the cores in a chip multiprocessor. It is shown that system
performance losses due to handling of thermal events can be mitigated with minimal
changes to the hardware and software layers in today’s systems. The main features of the
proposed scheme are: (i) Temperature prediction of distributed computational units
within cores. The scheme uses past temperature behavior along with the Instruction Type
Vector’s based phase classification scheme to expose future thermal demands of threads.
(ii) Deploying targeted and localized thermal management actions. Several fine grain
microarchitectural reconfigurations within the cores are proposed, as well as a fast and
secure thread migration framework. (iii) Maximized system performance with non-stop
thermal management. Microvisor uses physical thermal triggers along with architectural
monitoring mechanisms to tackle thermal management at runtime.

3.2 Related Work on Thermal Management
The proposed scheme tackles thermal management in a unified hardware/software
framework. One of the first hardware, software co-design approach of dynamic thermal
management was presented in the DEETM framework by Huang et al. [40]. Borkar
identified that thermal packaging costs will increase sharply and estimated that exceeding
35-40W, thermal packaging increases the total cost per chip by $1/W [41]. Dynamic
thermal management (DTM) techniques have been proposed to alleviate the thermal
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packaging costs by enabling the design for temperature less than the peak and use
reactive DTM to tackle the rare thermal emergencies [42]. The response mechanism
initiated by DTM is typically accompanied by degradation in the performance of the chip
and persists until normal system operation is resumed. DTM is the philosophy behind
Intel, AMD and Transmeta microprocessor’s thermal design with support for varying
levels of frequency and voltage scaling [43]. Skadron et al [44] proposed the use of
control theory algorithms for DTM, using fetch gating and migrating computation as their
action mechanism. Brooks et al [42] proposed several localized reactive mechanisms – Icache throttling, decode throttling and speculation control. They also identify dynamic
(sensors, counters etc) as well as static (compiler optimization) triggers for these
mechanisms.
Rohu and Smith [45] present a software technique that allows the operating
system to control CPU activity on a per-application basis. Temperature is regularly
sampled and when it a reaches dangerous level, the application (or “hot” process) is
slowed down. This technique is shown to be superior to throttling as it does not affect
slow processes. Srinivasan and Adve [46] proposed a predictive DTM algorithm targeted
at multimedia applications. They intended to show that predictive combination of
architecture adaptation and voltage scaling performs the best across a broad range of
applications and thermal limits. Shayesteh et al [47], Powell et al [48], and Michaud et al
[42][43][44][45][47][49] investigate thread/activity migration via the Operating System
as a means of controlling the thermal profile of the chip. They explore the use of
swapping applications between multiple cores when a given core exceeds a thermal
threshold.
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Pure hardware implementation of thermal manager is expensive and lacks
flexibility in a typical system. On the other hand, pure software based approach needs
instrumentation capabilities to tackle the requirements of managing the low level
communication with the hardware platform. Additionally, operating system based
implementation lacks flexibility due to strict interface abstractions to the hardware
platform. Findings show promising results for thermal management using a
hardware/software co-design paradigm that is minimally invasive to system abstraction
layers [50][51][52].

3.3 Objectives
Ideally, a thermal management solution is expected to push the design to its
thermal limits, while delivering optimal system performance (or throughput). As
temperature is well correlated to the application behavior, it is desirable to have insight
into the application to guide thermal management (in addition to physical triggers such as
distributed thermal sensors). Avoiding global response to thermal events is another key
requirement to ensuring scalable solution for future many cores era. In summary, to tune
for best performance at target temperature, a thermal solution needs to deliver predictive,
in-time, and targeted response to thermal events, while keeping the response time and
cost overheads low.
This thesis proposes to unify the thermal monitoring and response management
under microvisor framework. Some of the objectives of the proposed architecture are:
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•

Scalable thermal management: Insulating thermal management from the operating
system enables a scalable system level solution. This minimizes changes to the
operating system as the processor design evolves.

•

Distributed temperature monitoring: As the chips become larger and feature multiple
cores, a targeted response to temperature events become necessary. A global response
penalizes all threads across all cores. This is not desired.

•

Action based on rate of change of temperature: A major benefit of the gradient
approach is that thermal emergencies can be intercepted before they occur. This
allows a smaller safety margin, also known as temperature guard band. Further,
sensors have inaccuracies due to process variation. Multipoint measurements are
generally more accurate than single reading. This can potentially alleviate sensor
inaccuracy issues [38][39].

•

Application Adaptation: A tight correlation exists between temperature and
application behavior. Adapting to each thread’s thermal demands can optimize
system performance, while keeping the cores thermally saturated.

3.4 Architecture for Thermal Management
The central component of thermal management architecture is microvisor, a layer
of implementation-dependent software, co-designed with the hardware as shown in
Figure 11. The primary function of Microvisor is to manage temperature of the
distributed computational structures of the cores within a chip multiprocessor. Of interest
is the detection of temperature, and corresponding actions in terms of thread migration
and hardware reconfiguration for thermal control.
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Figure 11 Thermal Management using Microvisor
The hardware component consists of thermal sensors strategically distributed
throughout the chip and a phase classification unit in each core. Additionally, each core
provides hardware reconfiguration capabilities for localized throttling and reduction in
capabilities of resources such as queues, buffers and tables, as well as the ability to
reduce the width of the major components of the machine such as, fetch, issue and
retirement units. Finally, the hardware platform provides support for processor
virtualization features like expanded isolation, and mechanisms for quick thread
migration.
The software component is the microvisor’s thermal management software that
runs natively as a privileged process on the chip multiprocessor. System assumes a thin
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) [19] running underneath the operating system, which is
primarily used to enter and exit, as well as pass specific thread information to the
Microvisor. Microvisor software maintains several data structures for thermal
management. Based on the thread specific thermal demands captured via the phase
classification unit, and the past measurements of the distributed thermal sensors,
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microvisor predicts the thermal mapping for the next epoch of computation. When
microvisor predicts a potential for thermal hotspots, it takes an in-time preemptive
measure by reconfiguring the hardware platform or migrating threads between the cores.
Microvisor considers the performance and thermal tradeoffs, and provides adjustments
for sustained performance levels at target temperature.
The microvisor maintains a timer, termed as mTimer that is programmed to
periodically interrupt the chip multiprocessor and transfer control to the microvisor. This
timer is set up to adjust its sampling to match the thermal requirements of the threads
running on the cores. The distributed thermal sensors periodically log their readings to a
memory mapped address space. The microvisor responds to temperature and program
phase changes using the mTimer. Once activated, it has the highest privileged access to
the cores. Microvisor examines temperature readings and thermal characteristics of
classified phases to determine appropriate thermal management actions. When done, it
exits via the VMM and passes control back to the operating system. As a result, the
proposed approach delivers a hardware-software co-designed solution that assists the
hardware to dynamically adjust to tackle the thermal concerns.

3.4.1 Software Flow
The main data structures maintained by the microvisor software are Threads to
Cores Mapping Table (TCMT), Phase History Table (PHT) and Temperature History
Table (THT). TCMT maintains the threads to cores mapping of live threads in the
system. The purpose of this table is to keep track of thread mapping, use this information
to assist with thread migration and also inform the operating system of such actions.
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Figure 12 Thermal Management Software Flow
TCMT also ensures a programmable pre-defined time period between thread migrations.
This allows enough time for potential thermal imbalance to materialize within the cores.
PHT has an entry for each live thread running in the system. For each thread
entry, the PHT maintains the Past Footprints Table (PFT), which was discussed in
chapter 2. PFT keeps track of classified stable phases within threads along with the
runtime characterized thermal behavior and performance characteristics of the phases.
When a thread is mapped to a core, the associated PFT is loaded into the core’s phase
classification unit and updated as the thread executes. Microvisor uses the characterized
thermal behavior of the phases to improve temperature prediction and selection of future
thermal management actions.
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THT constitute several data structures that are used to predict the future
temperature for each thermal sensor. THT tracks the rate of change of temperature for
each sensor in the system. This is accomplished by sampling the thermal sensors at fixed
intervals before the invocation of the microvisor. When microvisor is activated, the
temperature readings are captured in the THT. Finally, THT tracks and updates the
localized and targeted thermal management actions determined by the microvisor. The
high level software flow for the microvisor is presented in Figure 12.
On each invocation, microvisor first updates the temperature history in the THT
and the phase classification unit updates in the PHT for using the latest threads to cores
mapping. Microvisor then starts the process of determining the next threads to cores
mapping and possible thermal management actions via hardware reconfiguration. First
temperature is predicted for all thermal sensors in the CMP. Details of the temperature
prediction are discussed in the following sections. Based on the predicted temperature,
the final threads to cores mapping is selected based on the following criteria: (1) Largest
temperature imbalance exists between two or more cores, and (2) Cores that are not
participating in thread migration incur minimum possible performance degradation. This
ensures that the CMP will operate at its thermal boundary, while the performance impact
of thermal management is minimal.
The predicted temperature delta between thermal sensors on equivalent structures
on the logical cores is evaluated for a possible thread migration. If two cores show an
imbalance of greater than a pre-defined threshold, thread migration is initiated. In case
when thread migration is evaluated to be infeasible, the microvisor takes a fine-grain
approach to thermal management. The predicted thermal mapping is fed into an action
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selection process, which also takes into account the previous action before setting the
next action. When the future action is determined for each sensor, a union of these
actions is used to setup the knobs for reconfiguring the hardware platform. The next
worst case action also appropriately sets the microvisor timer, followed by an update to
the TCMT and THT tables. When all cores are successfully evaluated, the microvisor
exits and passes control back to the operating system.

3.5 Exposing Thermal Demands using Instruction Type Vectors (ITV)
Applicability of ITV to enable revealing thermal demands of program phases
within threads is presented. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show an execution snippet of an
integer and floating point benchmark from SPEC 2000 suite. The middle graph shows the
temperature behavior of integer and floating point register files without any deployment
of thermal management. Inter and intra temperature variations across thermal sensors and
benchmarks show the diversity in thermal behavior of threads. Figure 13 and Figure 14
plot the IPC (top graph) and Phase ID (bottom graph) as identified using the ITV phase
classification scheme. In both examples, ITV captures the changing thermal demands as
explicit Phase IDs. As these phases recur, the Phase IDs are shown to repeat, enabling
runtime thermal optimizations for microvisor. During characterization phase (when a
Phase ID is classified for the first time), the rate of change in temperature for each
thermal sensor is captured by microvisor. This information is subsequently used to assist
in temperature prediction mechanism discussed in next section.
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Figure 13 Capturing bzip2’s thermal behavior

Figure 14 Capturing applu’s thermal behavior
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3.6 Temperature Prediction
The proposed temperature prediction mechanism relies on past temperature
readings to predict future temperature based on past rate of change. Additionally, the
characterized thermal demands of phases using the ITV are used to improve the
prediction accuracy. The number of past readings captured by the microvisor is
controlled by a programmable register and each reading is taken at 100us interval
increments before the scheduled microvisor invocation. The rate of change of
temperature for each sensor is calculated using
TEMP + ROC * X = TARGET_TEMP
where, ROC is the temperature rate of change calculated using readings separated by
100us samples and ITV based characterization, TEMP is the current temperature status of
a particular sensor, and TARGET_TEMP is the temperature threshold for thermal
boundary. Finally, X is the unknown variable that determines the number of 100us
samples before the temperature is expected to exceed TARGET_TEMP.
Figure 15 shows a mockup pictorial of the temperature prediction mechanism.
The red line shows the projected rate of increase based on the past four readings. The
dotted line shows the number of 100us intervals before the projected temperature may
T (°C)

TARGET_TEMP

TEMP

History Sampling period = 100 us

Figure 15 History based Temperature Prediction
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Time

exceed the target temperature if thermal management action is not adjusted. Each action
is assumed to lower power density at different rates. This determines the severity of
action, which is used to setup the microvisor timer for the next invocation. For example,
lower severity actions imply that temperature is expected to change slowly; therefore the
microvisor invocation lag can be large. This allows us to associate a fixed timer delay for
each action. Using the predicted samples and the current action, temperature predictor
associates a discrete rate of change severity level for each thermal sensor. Finally, using
this information, microvisor predicts future actions such that the temperature stays below
the target temperature.
Figure 16 (left) shows the steps take by the microvisor to determine the next
thermal management action (N_DTA) for each thermal sensor in the presence of rising
temperature. Microvisor determines the N_DTA based on the past temperature readings
as well as ITV based thermal rate of change in temperature. The final N_DTA is selected
as the conservative of the two estimates.
Figure 16 (right) shows the steps taken by microvisor in the presence of
decreasing temperature. In this scenario, simply using the past temperature readings to
predict the N_DTA is complicated as it is difficult to differentiate between the impact of
thermal management action versus the thermal demands of the thread. Microvisor uses
the ITV based thermal characterization to predict an optimal N_DTA such that the
temperature is not expected to cross the TARGET_TEMP, while the performance loss is
minimal.
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INPUT: Target Temperature (TARGET_TEMP);
Current temperature (TEMP);
Temperature rate of change based on multipoint readings (ROC);
ITV based Phase ID (ITV_PID);
Current thermal management action (C_DTA)

INPUT: Target Temperature (TARGET_TEMP);
Current temperature (TEMP);
Temperature rate of change based on multipoint readings (ROC);
ITV based Phase ID (ITV_PID);
Current thermal management action (C_DTA)

ROC Positive?

ROC Negative?

Y

Y

Determine N_DTA based on ROC

Lookup ITV_PID based temperature rate of change (ITV_ROC)
For actions with severity lower than C_DTA

Calculate allowed 100us samples for C_DTA

Adjust ITV_ROC based on action being evaluated

Calculate actual 100us samples to reach TARGET_TEMP
(TARGET_TEMP – TEMP) / ROC

Calculate allowed 100us samples for action being evaluated
Calculate actual 100us samples to reach TARGET_TEMP
(TARGET_TEMP – TEMP) / Adjusted ITV_ROC

Actual samples >= Allowed samples
N: Deadline not met

Y: Deadline met

Actual samples >= Allowed samples
Y

For actions with severity lower than C_DTA

N
This action will not exceed
TARGET_TEMP

Adjust ROC based on action being evaluated

This action will exceed
TARGET_TEMP

Calculate allowed 100us samples for action being evaluated
Pick previous action as N_DTA

Calculate actual 100us samples to reach TARGET_TEMP
(TARGET_TEMP – TEMP) / Adjusted ROC

OUTPUT: Next thermal management action (N_DTA)
Actual samples >= Allowed samples
Y

N
This action will not exceed
TARGET_TEMP

This action will exceed
TARGET_TEMP

For actions with severity greater than C_DTA
Adjust ROC based on action being evaluated
Calculate allowed 100us samples for action being evaluated
Calculate actual 100us samples to reach TARGET_TEMP
(TARGET_TEMP – TEMP) / Adjusted ROC
Actual samples < Allowed samples
Y

N
This action will not exceed
TARGET_TEMP

This action will exceed
TARGET_TEMP

Determine N_DTA based on ITV_ROC
Lookup ITV_PID based temperature rate of change (ITV_ROC)
For actions with severity greater than C_DTA
Adjust ITV_ROC based on action being evaluated
Calculate allowed 100us samples for action being evaluated
Calculate actual 100us samples to reach TARGET_TEMP
(TARGET_TEMP – TEMP) / Adjusted ITV_ROC
Actual samples < Allowed samples
Y

N
This action will not exceed
TARGET_TEMP

Pick previous action as
ITV_ROC based N_DTA

This action will exceed
TARGET_TEMP

Pick previous action as
ROC based N_DTA

ROC based N_DTA > ITV_ROC based N_DTA
Y

N
Pick ROC based N_DTA

Pick ITV_ROC based N_DTA

OUTPUT: Next thermal management action (N_DTA)

Figure 16 Prediction algorithm when temperature (left) rising, (right) decreasing
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Severity
ID

Issue
Throttle

Issue
Width

Retire
Width

Speculation

Frequency
(GHz)

Voltage
(V)

Microvisor
Timer

History
Samples

0

1/1

4

6

100%

2.00

1.1

10 ms

100

1

1/1

3

4

75%

1.85

1.075

8 ms

80

2

1/1

2

3

75%

1.70

1.5

7 ms

70

3

1/1

1

2

50%

1.55

1.025

6 ms

60

4

1/1

1

1

50%

1.40

1.0

5 ms

50

5

1/2

1

1

25%

1.25

0.975

4 ms

40

6

1/3

1

1

25%

1.10

0.95

3 ms

30

7

1/4

1

1

25%

0.95

0.925

2 ms

20

8

1/5

1

1

25%

0.80

0.9

1 ms

10

10 ms

100

10

Thread Migration

Table 1 Thermal Management Actions and Microvisor Timer Settings

3.7 Engaging Temperature Controls
The proposed scheme ranks thermal management actions based on their severity
level. As shown in Table 1, lower ID indicates a lower severity level. In addition, the
microvisor timer is also set up based on the severity of action being applied. For higher
severity, as thermal emergency is imminent, the timer is set to a short interval. To
evaluate the microvisor and compare against related work, thermal management actions
in three broad categories are presented.

3.7.1 Voltage and/or Frequency Scaling
Many state of the art systems deploy dynamic voltage and/or frequency scaling to
tackle power density problems. To evaluate the efficiency of microvisor based thermal
management and compare it against related work, a wide range of frequency and voltage
levels are considered. These levels are assumed to be controllable at the chip as well as
per core granularity. For voltage scaling (DVFS), the proposed scheme assumes a
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response latency of 100us [53]. However, frequency scaling (DFS) assumes 50us
response latency [53].

3.7.2 Microarchitecture Reconfigurations
Microvisor primarily relies on microarchitecture based thermal management
actions as fine-grain power reduction mechanisms can be architecturally enabled without
any dependence on the physical design limitations [54]. The approach is to initially
narrow the processor pipeline to approach a single-issue machine with reduced
speculation capabilities and then use issue throttling to further penalize the cores. Issue
throttling of x/y indicates that the processor will operate at full capacity for x cycles and
after every x cycles, stall for y-x cycles. These reconfigurations are enabled at the chip as
well as per core granularity. To enable further fine tuning, microarchitecture
reconfigurations are enabled at the floating point and integer cluster granularity.

3.7.3 Thread Migration
Microvisor at its heart relies on a fast and reliable thread migration capability. The
method has to be fast enough to minimize the performance loss and avoid long system
latency issues. Additionally, the state swap must be done in a secure manner without
exposing the secure processor state to the outside world. The transfer of the architected
state can be done via hardware or software (operating system routines). Microvisor
exploits an already existing hardware technology for deep-sleep power states (C6), which
moves architecture state of each core to the last level cache (LLC) for power savings
[55]. For thread migration, this technology can be extended by enabling simple swap
instructions that change the pointers to architected state storage in LLC. The only state
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Relative CMP Throughput
(Variable Thread Migration Frequency)

TM Frequency: 1 M
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Figure 17 Thread Migration: Cost of Warm-up
necessary to migrate is the architected state of the cores. This may result in miss
predictions on the caches and branch predictors when the threads are resumed. The
overheads of warm-up and cost of transfer delay are discussed in the next subsections.

3.7.3.1 Cost of Warm-up
One of the key costs of thread migration is the warm-up penalty. An option to
mitigate warm-up effects is to move speculative state along with the architected state
transfer. Figure 17 shows the relative CMP performance in the presence of thread
migration. For simplicity reasons, the transfer delay is assumed to be ideal. Thread
migration frequency is varied to evaluate the impact of warm up penalties on
performance. Migration frequencies of 1, 10 and 50 million instructions are chosen as
they represent the granularity of phase changes in the proposed architecture. The data
indicates that the worst performance loss is encountered for Integer benchmarks and is
dominated by branch miss predictions. The loss of performance is at worst 1%.
Therefore, it is not proposed to transfer any branch state along with the architected state.
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Figure 18 Thread Migration: Cost of Transfer Delay

3.7.3.2 Cost of State Transfer Delay
Architected state transfer penalty is a necessary component of thread migration.
Figure 18 show the impact of transfer penalty on the CMP performance when thread
migration is invoked every 10 million instructions. The reported performance loss also
includes the cost of warm-up. Best results are achieved when the transfer delay is kept at
or below 10,000 cycles. Microvisor assumes to support transfer of architected state within
10,000 cycles. 32K bits of architecture state for a modern RISC architecture is estimated.
Using 32 bits bus and last level cache as the transfer mechanism, a non-optimized
implementation takes 1,000 cycles to transfer state. Therefore, 10,000 cycle assumption
is realistic.

3.8 Evaluation
A modified version of SESC cycle-level MIPS simulator [56] is used for
developing the thermal management framework. For modeling dynamic power, SESC
implements a version of Wattch [57] and Cacti [58] power estimation tools. SESC is
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Core Parameters
Fetch, Issue, Retire Width

6, 4, 6 (out-of-order)

L1 Instruction Cache

64KB, 8-way, 1 cycle, LRU

L1 Data Cache

64KB, 8-way, 2 cycles, WB, LRU

Branch Predictor

8K Hybrid 2-level

Branch Target Buffer

4K entries, 4-way

ROB Size

152

Load/Store Buffers

64,48

Last Level Cache

Unified, 2MB, 8-Way, 10 cycles, LRU

Off-chip memory latency

200 cycles (100 ns @ 2 GHz)
Hotspot Parameters

Ambient Temperature

45°C

Package Thermal Resistance

0.8 K/W

Die Thickness

0.5 mm

Maximum Temperature

85°C

Temperature Sampling Interval

20,000 cycles (@ 2 GHz)

Table 2 Thermal management system parameters
extended to dynamically invoke HotSpot temperature modeling tool [59]. SESC supports
chip multiprocessors within the SMP paradigm. SESC is also extended with thread
migration routines to manage and spawn multiple threads dynamically.
A CMP with four cores is proposed for simulations. Each core is an aggressive
pipeline with speculation support as shown in Table 2. A low cost cooling package is
assumed with a maximum tolerable temperature of 85°C. 65nm technology with chip
wide Vdd of 1.1V, and frequency of 2.0 GHz is used. Microvisor’s temperature threshold
is set at 84°C. It is assumed that the proposed approach results in better sensor accuracy,
as multiple temperature readings used to predict future temperature statistically provides
more accurate readings [44]. Therefore, comparison schemes assume higher sensor
inaccuracy of ±2°C [53]. Microvisor timer is sampled every 1 to 10 ms, with an estimated
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Workload

SPEC2000 Mix

Floating point /
Integer

Thermal Behavior (INT/FP)
Thread 1

Thread 2

Thread 3

BM1

apsi, applu, ammp

FP-FP-FP

H/M

M/H

M/H

BM2

equake, apsi, applu

FP-FP-FP

C/C

H/M

M/H

BM3

wupwise, ammp, art

FP-FP-FP

M/H

M/H

C/C

BM4

apsi, applu, bzip2

FP-FP-INT

H/M

M/H

H/C

BM5

swim, ammp, gcc

FP-FP-INT

C/C

M/H

H/C

BM6

applu, twolf, bzip2

FP-INT-INT

M/H

M/C

H/C

BM7

vpr, twolf, gcc

INT-INT-INT

M/C

M/C

H/C

Table 3 Multi-programmed Workloads for Thermal Management
entry to exit delay penalty of 2000 clock cycles for each invocation. For each thread
migration an additional 20us penalty is assumed for flushing core pipeline and
transferring the architecture state. 0.5°C temperature threshold is chosen to initiate a
thread migration, which yields best results in terms of temperature imbalance.
Multi-programmed workloads are created by grouping SPEC 2000 benchmarks.
Each workload is a combination of floating point and integer type benchmarks running
reference input sets. Before entering performance evaluation mode, each thread is fast
forwarded 5 to 6 billion instructions followed by HotSpot initialization. This allows the
CMP cores as well as HotSpot and Microvisor tables to get sufficient warm up. Table 3
shows multi-programmed workloads. The thermal characteristics of the threads being
evaluated show a diverse mix temperature behavior, thus providing a robust thermal
simulation environment.
Analysis of the proposed scheme is presented followed by comparison results
using voltage/frequency scaling and microarchitecture reconfigurations. The chapter is
concluded by presenting some sensitivity analysis of microvisor based thermal
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management scheme. All results are compared against a baseline simulation run that
assumes no thermal management. The performance metric used is CMP throughput.

3.8.1 Accuracy of Predictions
To avoid thermal emergencies resulting from unforeseen thermal spikes,
microvisor uses a hardware interrupt mechanism to invoke re-evaluation of actions. A
thermal emergency is triggered when a sensor exceeds a pre-determined temperature,
which is set at or above the TARGET_TEMP. This special trigger is used as a proxy to
evaluate the effectiveness of the temperature prediction mechanism. Figure 19 shows the
percentage of hardware interrupts as fraction of microvisor invocations for all the multiprogrammed workloads. Hardware interrupts are set at increments of 0.1°C from the
TARGET_TEMP. The “NoITV” results only rely on multipoint readings to predict future
temperature. The results in Figure 19 show that ITV substantially decreases the number
of hardware interrupts, thus highlighting the improvements in prediction accuracy using
ITV. Another key observation is that the ITV based temperature prediction mechanism

Percentage of HW Interrupts

No ITV

ITV

35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
84

84.1
84.2
84.3
Trigger Temperature for HW Interrupt

Figure 19 Prediction Accuracy
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84.4

successfully reduces hardware interrupts to less than 5% within a 0.2°C of the
TARGET_TEMP. This is a significant reduction from the worst case of 17% at 84.2°C
and 32% at 84°C seen by the static counterpart.
The impact of varying the length and the rate of change measurement mechanisms
of past temperature readings is also analyzed. The effectiveness of the schemes is
measured in terms of the performance and the impact on the hardware interrupt count.
Figure 20 shows the data for compared to a two readings history length where the rate of
change (ROC) is calculated by averaging the two measurements. Comparisons are made
against using longer history lengths of four and eight readings as well as using a weighted
function to calculate ROC. The weights are selected such that the temperature rise or fall
follows a quadratic function. Apart from Avg_8, other schemes show performance
improvements over Avg_2. Avg_8 also shows the most increase in hardware interrupts.
This highlights the shortcoming of using averaging function when the actual temperature
changes follow a non-linear function. Therefore using linear averaging function is nonoptimal and introduces errors. On the other hand, the weighted function delivers best
Performance of History length

No of HW Interrupts
30.00%

0.30%

15.00%

0.10%
0.00%
-0.10%

Avg_4

Avg_8

Weight_2

Weight_4

Weight_8
-15.00%

-0.30%
-0.50%

-30.00%

Temperature History Rate of Change Mechanism

Figure 20 Impact of history measurements on prediction
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No of HW Interrupts
relative to Avg_2 @ 83.2

Performance of History
Mechanism relative to
Avg_2 @ 83.2

0.50%

performance and lowest hardware interrupts using four readings.

3.8.2 Analysis with Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS)
Microvisor implementation with dynamic frequency scaling as the underlying
thermal management actions is analyzed. The frequency settings are used from Table 1
where frequency levels are assumed to be available in levels incurring ~10% performance
differential. The microvisor manages temperature at per cluster granularity. Results are
compared to an operating system and a hardware based implementation. The operating
system implementation primarily relies on thread migration based on worst case sensor.
This runs on top of a StopGo mechanism that halts the machine in presence of thermal
emergency and resumes operation when thermal emergency is mitigated (1°C below the
target temperature). The hardware based scheme is based on a control theoretic PI
controller [44]. Temperature is controlled within 1°C of target temperature. Both these
schemes are implemented at per chip and per core granularities.

TM_StopGo_Chip

TM_StopGo_PerCore

HW_CT_DFS_Chip

HW_CT_DFS_PerCore

ITV_DFS

1.00
Throughput (IPS) Relative to
"No Thermal Management"

0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.65
0.60
0.55
0.50
BM1

BM2

BM3

BM4

BM5

Figure 21 Thermal Management using DFS
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BM6

BM7

Figure 21 shows the relative performance of these schemes to the baseline
implementation with no thermal management. Results indicate that per core outperforms
per chip implementations for both the operating system and hardware based schemes.
Operating system scheme observes an average of 3.5% gain over the chip level
management, while the control theoretic hardware scheme outperforms chip level
implementation by an average of 21%. The gains are more pronounced in hardware based
scheme as the benefits of thread migration are not available and global actions lead to
unnecessary performance loss. It is noted that implementing chip level DFS incurs added
design cost of per core clock distribution network in the CMP. The microvisor
outperforms the best of operating system and hardware implementations by an average of
18%. These gains are attributed to the predictive, localized and distributed management
capabilities in addition to per cluster thread migration.

3.8.3 Analysis with Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling (DVFS)
Microvisor implementation with voltage/frequency scaling as the underlying
thermal management actions is analyzed. The voltage and frequency settings are used
from Table 1. DVFS delivers cubic reductions in energy, while frequency levels incur
~10% performance differential. The microvisor and the comparison implementations are
the same as discussed in section 3.6.3.
Figure 22 shows the relative performance of these schemes. Results indicate that
per core outperforms per chip implementations for both the operating system and
hardware based schemes. The control theoretic hardware scheme outperforms chip level
implementation by an average of 13%, which is lower than DFS counterpart due to the
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Figure 22 Thermal Management using DVFS
extra power savings available due to voltage scaling. Although voltage scaling is quite
effective, it comes at the cost of per core power distribution network and is expected to
be of limited gains in technologies below 45nm [60]. The microvisor, however,
outperforms the best of operating system and hardware implementations by an average of
15%. Under DVFS the hardware based scheme outperforms the operating system
scheme, while it was the other way around in DFS implementation. This highlights the
tradeoff between an operating system versus a hardware scheme with no thread
migration. Microvisor provides an effective management paradigm that intelligently uses
thread migration and localized actions to push the performance to its limit under thermal
constraints.

3.8.4 Analysis with Microarchitecture Reconfigurations
Microvisor implementation with microarchitecture reconfigurations as the
underlying thermal management actions is analyzed. The reconfiguration capabilities are
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Figure 23 Thermal Management using Microarchitecture Reconfigurations
used from Table 1 and are assumed to be available down to per cluster granularity. The
microvisor and the comparison implementations are the same as discussed in section
3.6.3.
Figure 23 shows the relative performance of these schemes. Results indicate that
per core outperform per chip implementations for both the operating system and
hardware based schemes. The control theoretic hardware scheme outperforms chip level
implementation by an average of 7.5%, which is lower than DFS and DVFS counterparts.
This is due to the availability of targeted and localized actions to tackle thermal
emergencies. As microarchitecture techniques are independent of physical design
constraints, they enable more flexible and scalable implementations. The microvisor,
however, outperforms the best of operating system and hardware implementations by an
average of 21%. The gains are more prominent compared to the DFS and DVFS
counterpart implementations of microvisor.
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Figure 24 Comparisons of microvisor thermal management actions

3.8.5 Sensitivity Analysis of Response Mechanisms
Sensitivity analysis of various thermal management actions and components that
make up the microvisor framework is discussed. Figure 24 shows per cluster microvisor
implementation using ITV to assist in exposing thermal demands of threads. However,
the underlying thermal management actions are varied across DFS, DVFS and
microarchitecture reconfigurations (MR). DVFS and MR both outperform DFS by an
average of 4%.This is attributed to additional power savings using DVFS and localized
per cluster actions available using MR. Results also indicate that per cluster and targeted
MR on average performs as well as the DVFS counterpart. The flexibility and scalability
of MR in addition to the limitations of future voltage scaling levels make
microarchitecture reconfigurations an attractive solution for mitigating power density
problems.
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Figure 25 Breakdown of microvisor based thermal management
Figure 25 breaks down the various mechanisms used within the microvisor to
keep the CMP thermally saturated, while performance loss is minimal. The Static
implementation uses an offline profiling of thread’s thermal demands to guide the
microvisor temperature prediction mechanism. Additionally, this scheme is implemented
with thread migration in presence of worst case thermal imbalance between cores and
actions are managed on per core granularity. The static scheme is compared against
several runtime ITV based implementations. The thread migration schemes are
implemented for worst case imbalance within cores (wcTM) as well as imbalance at per
cluster granularity. Implementations of microarchitecture reconfigurations at per core and
per cluster granularity are also compared.
Figure 25 shows that per cluster implementation of microvisor with ITV
outperforms static counterpart by ~2%. This highlights the effectiveness of ITV based
scheme to expose thermal demands for temperature prediction. ITV performs as well an
offline profiling of threads. Data also indicates that per cluster action management
improves performance over per core by ~3.5%. This highlights the gains seen by targeted
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and localized thermal management. In summary, ITV and microarchitecture
reconfigurations based microvisor outperforms static thread profiling as well as DFS and
DVFS based implementations.

3.8.6 Scalability Analysis
Figure 26 shows the performance gains of microvisor over chip level hardware
based implementation using DVFS. Results of varying number of threads running on
single, dual and quad core CMPs are plotted. Data indicates that microvisor’s
performance improves linearly as the number of threads and cores is increased. This
highlights the scalability of using microvisor for thermal management in the many cores,

Performance increase of Microvisor
over Chip level DVFS
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Figure 26 Scalability as cores and thread increase
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3.9 Conclusion
A novel thermal management scheme is presented for chip multiprocessors based
on hardware/software co-design framework, termed as microvisor. The main reason for
using virtual machine based microvisor is to enable flexible and scalable thermal
management in the presence of changing thermal demands of many core designs and
applications. Micorvisor is studied as a standalone software scheme with hardware assists
such as Instruction Type Vectors based phase classification scheme to expose thermal
demands of threads to the microvisor. Microvisor adapts to each thread in-time to match
the thermal demands with the hardware’s thermal profile. The microarchitecture
reconfigurations enable quick response times as they are not dependent on PLL lock and
decoupling capacitor charge/discharge time. Microvisor provides a scalable path to many
cores era and is shown to outperform operating system and hardware control theoretic
implementations by an average of 21%. This chapter concludes that all the objectives set
forth in section 3.3 are achieved when the proposed scheme is deployed in a system.
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CHAPTER 4
POWER MANAGEMENT
Moore’s law has run into a power wall. Traditionally, improvement in powerperformance efficiency of a modern superscalar processor came from technology scaling.
However, that is no longer the case. Many of the current systems deploy coarse grain
voltage and/or frequency scaling for power management. These techniques are attractive,
but limited due to their granularity of control and effectiveness in nano-CMOS
technologies. This thesis proposes a novel architecture-level mechanism to exploit intra
thread variations for power-performance efficiency in modern superscalar out-of-order
processors. This class of processors implements several buffering structures and queues
to support speculative execution and performance enhancements. Applications may not
need full capabilities of such structures at all times. A mechanism that adapts the
hardware to the changing program behavior can allow the processor to operate with
heterogeneous power-performance capabilities.
This chapter presents an offline regression based empirical model to estimate
structure resizing for a selected set of structure. It is shown that using a few processor
events, the microvisor runtime system can estimate structure resizing to exploit powerperformance efficiency. Results show that using the proposed empirical model, a
selective set of key structures can be resized at runtime to deliver 35% powerperformance efficiency over a baseline design with only 5% loss of performance. The
proposed scheme is based on co-designed virtual machine concept and is minimally
intrusive on design process such that the hardware and software (including the OS) are
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impervious to underlying changes. This ensures a secure, scalable, and low overhead
system architecture that is optimized for power-performance efficiency.

4.1 Introduction
Transistor scaling has enabled integration of an exponentially increasing number
of devices. It is widely believed that chip multiprocessors will allow a clear path to ITRS
technology scaling projections of 100 billion transistors per chip by year 2020 [60]. The
semiconductor industry has been driven by Moore’s law for almost a quarter century.
Miniaturization of device size has allowed more transistors to be packed into a smaller
area, while the improved transistor performance has resulted in significant increase in
frequency. Increased density of switching devices and rising frequency has lead to a
power density problem causing performance per watt to emerge as a major design
challenge. Traditionally, improvement in performance per watt of a processor came from
technology scaling. Up until 0.13µm technology, transistor scaling was based on constant
field scaling, where the supply voltage was scaled by a factor of ∼0.7 per technology
generation, leading to ~40% improvement in performance per watt [61]. However, since
0.13µm node, leakage current has been so significant, that transistor threshold voltage
that relates to leakage current could not be scaled much to keep leakage current in check.
Circuit performance on the other hand depends on the strength of transistor ON current,
which in turn depend on the difference between supply voltage and threshold voltage of
transistors. Thus, if transistor threshold voltage cannot be scaled, power supply voltage
cannot be reduced either. This reduces performance per unit power.
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The industry responded to the power density issue with a strategic right hand turn
by sharply scaling back on processor frequency [1]. However, such reduction in
frequency adversely impacts the performance of single threaded applications, while
delivering a proportional decrease in power consumption. This thesis presents an
alternate architecture level mechanism to exploit the power-performance efficiency in
modern superscalar out-of-order processors. An offline empirical model is presented to
estimate the structure resizing for a few key processor structures. When this model is
deployed at runtime, intra thread variations are exploited to deliver power-performance
efficiency. Data indicates that using the proposed model for structure resizing, a selective
set of key structures can be resized at runtime to deliver 35% power-performance
efficiency over a baseline design with only 5% loss of performance.

4.2 Related Work on Fine-grain Power Management
Researchers have studied fine-grain power management using a global power
manager to evaluate core power using runtime application behavior [62]. Isci et al
evaluate various policies for CMP power management with MaxBIPS presented as most
effective. MaxBIPS scheme samples exploration phase for 500 microseconds to observe
the power and performance characteristics of the threads and setup voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS) assuming that power-performance will persist until next exploration.
Herbert et al reinforce benefits of DVFS, but observe that hardware, per-core
voltage/frequency islands are not cost effective [63]. Fine-grain power management
techniques using voltage dithering [64] and using on-chip voltage regulators to obtain
fast, per core DVFS [65] have been previously explored to exploit the power-
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performance tradeoffs. Local voltage dithering has been shown to exploit thread
variations, but applying voltage dithering on an entire CMP results in delays on the order
of microseconds. On-chip voltage regulators are promising to achieve per-core power
control, but it is unclear that such proposed techniques can scale to high performance
multi-cores. Additionally, DVFS beyond per core granularity is further challenging.
These issues raise the cost of implementing DVFS, while its effectiveness gets further
eroded in 45 nm technologies, where the power supply voltage is proposed to be 0.9V.
For the SRAM bits to work properly, a minimum of 0.7V is needed, reducing the range
of supply voltages [60].
At the architecture level heterogeneous multi-cores have been previously studied
with the focus on their power-performance benefits. The focus of the proposed scheme is
to exploit fine-grain variations within a processor core, but an analysis of heterogeneous
cores show encouraging motivation. Kumar et al [66] have shown the energy benefits of
assigning applications to the right core in a heterogeneous multi-core architecture. Ghiasi
and Grunwald [67] also explored the energy benefits of single-ISA, asymmetric cores
running at different frequencies, and have shown the ability to control the thermal
characteristics of the system. Grochowsky et al [68] have compared four techniques for
varying the Energy Per Instruction (EPI) so that the total multi-core power is maintained
at an almost constant level. This is achieved by lowering the EPI whenever the number of
Instructions per Second (IPS) goes up due to a higher level of parallelism in the
workload. The four techniques analyzed include voltage and frequency scaling,
speculation control, and the use of either asymmetric cores or variable size cores.
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Kumar et al [69] have shown the performance benefits of asymmetric cores when
executing multi-threaded workloads. They propose a coarse grain dynamic assignment of
workloads to cores using the Operating System scheduler. Their scheduler samples
workloads using an implementation dependent trigger and classifies program behavior by
observing 2 million cycles of execution. Such coarse grain and reactive classification of
workloads does not capture the fine grain phases within applications. Morad et al [70]
presented a theoretical analysis of asymmetric multi-cores showing that these can achieve
higher performance per area and per given power over homogeneous multi-cores.
Annavaram et al [71] evaluated experimentally the performance benefits of
heterogeneous multi-cores by dynamically throttling the EPI as the IPS changes so that
the total system power (EPI × IPS) is fixed. Speedups of up to 38% compared to
symmetric multi-cores have been observed. Balakrishnan et al [72] studied the negative
impact of using asymmetric architectures on the performance of commercial applications
that were developed assuming equal performance cores. They show that exposing the
asymmetry to the operating system scheduler, and in certain cases to the application
itself, can alleviate the above problem.
The proposed fine-grain power management scheme is targeted at creating
extemporaneous heterogeneity in future multi-cores, whereby, the performance level of
the superscalar cores are brought down via microarchitecture reconfigurations and as a
result power optimizations are achieved. Typically, superscalar processors implement
clock gating and gating of pipeline stages [73]. Clock gating requires dedicated clock tree
network support, which is a non-trivial design effort. Additionally, clock gating does not
offer static power savings. Orthogonal to such schemes, the proposed scheme implements
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power gating at the granularity of a few key structures within the cores to exploit inter
thread variations for power-performance efficiency. Researchers have suggested
hardware and/or software based schemes for resizing independent processor structures at
runtime. Buyuktosunoglu et al [74][75] present a circuit level hardware resizing of issue
queue at runtime based on gathering some issue queue activity over intervals of dynamic
execution. They show that with negligible area overhead a 32 entry issue queue can be
resized to up to 8 entries, resulting in ~60% reduction in energy dissipation of the issue
queue at the cost of 9% performance reduction of the processor. Jones et al [76] present a
compiler assisted technique to resizing issue queue at runtime. They observe that 45%
dynamic power savings can be achieved with ~2% performance penalty for the processor.
As the compiler takes program structure into account (such as static dependency
analysis), the issue queue is resized based on collaborative information about expected
program behavior and the impact of resizing issue queue on overall performance of the
processor core. Although, compiler assisted issue queue resizing is attractive, this scheme
lacks runtime information about the inter structure relationships, dependencies and
correlation. Additionally, the impact on the overall processor core’s power-performance
efficiency is unclear. Rather than focusing on exploiting the inter structures relationship
at runtime, many researchers [77][78] have focused on hardware and circuit innovations
to avoid the performance hit of resizing issue queue. In our proposed scheme, issue
queues (integer and floating point) are considered in conjunction with other processor
structures (such as reorder buffer and load store queue) to develop an integrated resizing
model.
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The usage and interaction of disparate resources within a processor has been
studied in the context of a multi-clustered datapath in [79], where dispatch rates, IPC and
their relationship to the active clusters have been shown to conserve power at minimal
performance loss. The most relevant research (to the proposed scheme) on dynamic
resizing of multiple datapath components for energy efficiency was presented in [54].
Ponomarev et al propose to dynamically, simultaneously, and independently adjust the
size of issue queue, reorder buffer and load store queue based on periodic sampling of
their occupancies. Their results indicate significant power savings in the individual
structures at ~5% performance loss. We highlight two major drawbacks of such resizing
mechanism: (1) a coarse grain and reactive (to workload) power gating of structures can
yield unnecessary optimizations that may be shorter than the time of quiescence for
power gating itself; (2) Independent resizing of structures solely rely on occupancy of
individual structures to yield the inter structure dependencies and relationships. However,
this scheme lacks concrete evidence (or analysis) to show that resizing based on
occupancy of structures yield optimal power reductions, while the performance loss is
minimized. Our proposed scheme addresses both these shortcomings by: (1) apply
resizing optimizations at the granularity of known stable phases of an application,
thereby, minimizing the overhead of power gating; and (2) present a comprehensive
empirical model for resizing multiple structures such that optimal power savings are
achieved, while the processor performance loss is predictable. To summarize the impact
of related work on resizing processor structures, we conduct a study to observe the
performance per watt (IPC/Watt) of SPEC 2000 benchmarks when instruction queue
(IDQ), reorder buffer (ROB), issue queues (WIN), and load store queues (LSQ) are
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independently as well as collaboratively resized to 50% of their default size (more details
on default sizing is discussed in experimental methodology section).
Figure 27 shows the average, minimum, maximum and standard deviation in
performance per watt for various resizing schemes. First four data points on the x-axis
shows the impact when one of the structures is resized alone. Resizing IDQ alone does
not yield performance per watt benefits, primarily due to the fact that resizing a front-end
structure impact all processor datapath components proportionally, thereby, resulting in
linear power and performance reductions. On the other hand, back-end structures such as
ROB, WIN and LSQ impact the processor performance asymmetrically. It is interesting
to note that resizing these structures alone yield on average 4% - 10% performance per
watt advantage. When resizing of structures is implemented collaboratively, on average
18% - 22% performance per watt is achievable. Our results indicate (circled combination)
that ROB, WIN and LSQ yield better performance per watt compared to resizing IDQ as
well. Zooming into the performance per watt, we observe that simply resizing ROB,
WIN, and LSQ to 50% show large variability in performance per watt (13% to 44%)
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Figure 28 Power and performance variations in SPEC benchmarks
across different SPEC benchmarks. The work presented in this paper attempts to exploit
this variability such that maximum performance per watt is extracted at minimum
performance loss.

4.3 Motivation for Structure Resizing within Cores
Modern and future multi-cores offer a wide spectrum of exploitable variability
ranging from hardware to the behavior of the real workloads. Superscalar out-of-order
cores offer wide fetch, issue and execute pipelines as well as several buffering structures
to support speculative execution and performance enhancements. Enabling a few
selective knobs to power gate parts of such structures can allow the multi-core to operate
with heterogeneous power-performance capabilities. Applications for modern multicores, such as SPEC benchmarks inherently exhibit inter and intra thread variations.
Figure 28 shows the power and performance variation in SPEC 2000 traces using SESC
simulator. Inter workload variations in dynamic power and committed instructions per
cycle show a wide range of exploitable space. Zooming further into the per structure
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Figure 29 Intra thread variability of SPEC benchmarks for various intervals
dynamic power breakdown for each benchmark, diversity and variations in structure level
utilization becomes obvious.
To further validate this intra thread slack, Variability per Instruction (VPI) is
measured, as suggested by Rangan et al [80]. Figure 29 shows the magnitude of the
change in thread behavior across various non-overlapping window sizes using SESC
simulator (details of simulation framework in later sections). Each stacked bar in the
figure shows the cumulative variability for each window size (in log scale). Intra thread
variability is more pronounced at smaller window sizes, but subdued at coarser levels.
Small windows help capture similar and disparate program behavior, which makes them
better candidates for resizing of key structures within the processor. This scheme exploits
such intra thread variations with the goal of maximizing power-performance efficiency.
A major drawback of very frequent power gating of structures is the loss of
performance due to the time of quiescence (milliseconds) between such changes [81].
One cannot expect to resize structures too often at very small window sizes. On the other
hand, large window sizes yield minimal opportunities for optimizations at runtime. The
goal is to dynamically select points of optimization that result in desired power efficiency
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at minimum performance loss. A mechanism that can identify interesting points in
program execution for such resizing of structures is a key ingredient to enabling a robust
system that can exploit power-performance efficiency. This thesis proposes ITV based
phases for the granularity of exploiting power-performance efficiency.

4.4 Objectives
Ideally, a power management solution is expected to push the design to target
power goals, while delivering optimal system performance. As power is well correlated
to the application behavior, it is desirable to have insight into the application to guide
power management. Avoiding per core power islands (for voltage scaling) and/or clock
distribution networks (for frequency scaling) are some of the key requirements to
ensuring a scalable power management solution for future many cores era. A technology
independent power management scheme that exploits the variability in application
threads as well as hardware microarchitecture, is highly desirable. This thesis proposes to
exploit inter/intra thread variations in modern superscalar processors by unifying the
monitoring and response management under microvisor framework. Some of the
objectives of the proposed architecture are:
•

Scalable power management: Insulating power management from the operating
system enables a scalable system level solution. This minimizes changes to the
operating system as the processor design evolves.

•

Application Variability Adaptation: A tight correlation exists between activity within
a processor and the application behavior. Adapting to each thread’s computational
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demands can optimize system performance, while delivering greater power
reductions.
•

Resizing Processor Structures: A key requirement to exploit thread variations is to be
able to adapt processor components to such variability. A mechanism that can
effectively deploy such reconfiguration dynamically is highly desirable.

4.5 Architecture for Fine-grain Power Management
The central component of the proposed fine-grain power management architecture
is microvisor, a layer of implementation-dependent software, co-designed with hardware.
The primary function of microvisor is to match computation capabilities of threads to the
available power-performance budget for cores. Microvisor selectively resizes a few
structures within cores at the granularity of ITV based phases to create extemporaneous
heterogeneity, and thereby, exploit power-performance efficiency.
As shown in Figure 30, the proposed scheme has both hardware and software
components. Each core in the CMP adds a monitoring hardware to classify and
characterize phases within the threads at runtime. When a phase change is detected, a
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Figure 30 Fine-grain Power Management using Microvisor
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hardware interrupt is generated to invoke microvisor software. To enable fine-grain
power management, reconfiguration knobs are assumed to be available in each core to
selectively power gate (shutoff power supply) structures within cores for power savings.
The software component of the scheme is the microvisor software that runs
natively as a privileged process on the CMP. The system assumes a thin Virtual Machine
Monitor (VMM) running underneath the operating system, which is primarily used to
enter and exit, as well as pass thread specific information to the microvisor. Microvisor
software maintains several data structures for power management. Based on phase
specific computational demands of threads captured via a phase classification unit,
microvisor determines selective power gating via hardware reconfiguration of the cores
such that the CMP exploits maximum power efficiency, while staying within a desired
performance level. After adjusting the cores, the microvisor is signaled to exit via the
VMM and pass control back to the operating system. As a result this approach delivers a
hardware/ software co-design framework that assists the system to allocate and manage
power in the CMP cores.

4.5.1 Managing Cores and Threads
The purpose of microvisor is to enable concealed software that manages CMP
resource allocation for power management. The main data structure maintained by the
microvisor software is Phase History Table (PHT). PHT has an entry for each live thread
running in the system. For each thread entry, PHT maintains the Past Footprints Table
(PFT). PFT keeps track of classified stable phases within threads along with the runtime
characterized performance and ITV signature of phases. When a thread is mapped to a
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core, the associated PFT is loaded into the core’s phase classification unit and updated as
the thread executes. Microvisor also maintains memory mapped programmable registers
that are used to assist in the adjustments hardware reconfigurations for structure resizing.
When a stable phase is classified for the first time in a core’s phase classification unit, the
expected performance (e.g. IPC), ITV signature, and any other relevant information is
captured as characterized information for that phase. As program phases recur, and when
phase classification unit detects a phase change, the microvisor is invoked. On each
invocation, microvisor first updates the PHT with latest classified and characterized
phase information.
The exact procedure for structure resizing is discussed in subsequent sections. The
basic idea is to replace a target performance loss with an appropriate structure resizing
within each core, such that the performance loss is bounded and maximum power savings
are exploited. Such optimization is applied on a per-core granularity. For example, if a
core is targeted to degrade in performance (IPC) by 5%, then using 5% performance loss
as threshold, the hardware structures are resized such that the performance loss stays
above 95% for that core.
After adjusting the sizing of structures within cores, the microvisor exits and
gives control back to the operating system. As a result, microvisor enables fine-grain
power management that delivers power-performance efficiencies by matching the
computational demands of threads with the compute capabilities of the cores.
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Figure 31 ITV Signature (top) and corresponding mean IPC (bottom) of all classified
phases using ITV scheme

4.6 Exposing Computational Demands using Instruction Type Vectors
This section presents the applicability of ITV signatures to enable matching of
program phases to computational resources for fine-grain power management. Figure 31
(top) shows the ITV signature for the classified phases in SPEC 2000 benchmarks (phase
IDs of the classified phases are identified on the x-axis). The ITV signature represents the
instruction distribution of various instruction types captured at the interval granularity of
10 million instructions. It is evident from this graph that ITV signatures clearly demarcate
the phases within an application. Across workloads, integer and floating point
benchmarks are also easily distinguishable. A key, simple observation from the ITV
signatures across integer and floating point benchmarks is that integer benchmarks
exhibit minimal floating point instruction types. Microvisor uses this information to
improve performance per watt by power gating most of the floating point cluster, which
results in significant static and dynamic power savings.
The ITV signatures also expose intricate details of the phases within benchmarks.
For example, applu benchmark’s phases clearly show that the phase 0 is dominated by
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integer ALU type instructions, whereas phases 2 and 3 are highly biased towards floating
point ALU type instructions. For phase 0, floating point cluster is power gated, while
phases 2 and 3 power gate integer cluster. As another example, gcc benchmark’s phases
show that phase 3 is dominated by load/store accesses. Load/Store Queue (LSQ) and
Reorder Buffer (ROB) are appropriately power gated to match the phases’ computational
demands.
Figure 31 (bottom) shows that ITV phase classification architecture effectively
classifies most of the stable phases into a small number of phase IDs with significant
variation in performance.

4.7 Structure Resizing within Cores
The buffering and queuing structures within a modern out-of-order processor
(details in subsequent section) represent complex behavior and interactions. The sizing of
such structures is non-trivial in a sense that many runtime parameters impact the
performance of the processor as a result. A mechanism to quantify or correlate structure
sizing to performance impact is presented in this section. The goal is to obtain the optimal
structure sizing for a target performance loss. To achieve this two methods are discussed:
exact and speculative; this thesis proposes the speculative method. An exact method
attempts to identify the most appropriate structure sizing for a phase during the phase
classification process. When a phase is classified for the first time, the system analyzes
performance impact for several intervals with various structure sizing, starting with
default configurations. This process is then iteratively invoked dynamically to tune for
the targeted performance setting. A key element to enable such an exact method is to
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stop, rollback, and restart execution during the iterative search for the desired
performance level with maximum power gating of structures. In many systems, such
rollback and start/stop capability may not be available or viable. Therefore, a speculative
(or inexact) method to determine structure resizing is proposed. An offline linear
regression based empirical model is presented to approximate structure sizing such that,
based on a limited number of runtime metrics (such as committed instructions per cycle,
occupancy of instructions in structures and instruction type distributions of threads) and a
target performance loss goal, an appropriate sizing of structures can be calculated. This
model can be deployed at runtime to estimate sizing of structures for power-performance
efficiency. Before discussing the proposed empirical model, a discussion on power
management control granularity within cores and experimental setup to evaluate the
model is presented.

4.7.1 Enabling Power Management Controls
To exploit instruction level parallelism and memory behavior for fine-grain power
management, the proposed architecture enables resizing of key structures within the
cores. Modern superscalar cores deploy several non-cache array structures such as
Reorder Buffer (ROB), Load Store Queue (LSQ), Instruction Window and Virtual
Registers to enable speculation and performance enhancements. Additionally, a wide
variety of execution units are deployed to extract instruction level parallelism.
Applications do not require the maximum capabilities of these structures at all time. The
proposed scheme enables reconfiguration of these structures to adapt them to the
computational demands of threads. As a result dynamic and static power savings can be
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Figure 32 Scope of Structure Resizing
materialized. As shown by Ponomarev et al [54], the above mentioned small array
structures can be designed with independent partitions such that each partition is a selfstanding and independently usable unit. Figure 32 shows the candidate structures for
resizing as dark shaded modules. As shown for the floating point window, microvisor
assumes a 4-banked partitioning of these array structures. This allows reconfiguration
control of power gating 0% (all banks active), 25% (bank 0 power gated) or 50% (bank 0
and 1 power gated) within these structures. When an instruction window is reconfigured,
the associated execution units are also power gated proportionally. If microvisor miss
predicts the use of an execution unit for a phase, hardware interrupt is generated to
invoke microvisor, which wakes up the corresponding execution unit. Microvisor
assumes a 1 microsecond penalty to engage power gating controls [82].

4.8 Experimental Methodology
A modified version of SESC cycle-level simulator is used to simulate and analyze
the proposed architecture [56]. For modeling dynamic and static power, SESC
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implements a version of Wattch and Cacti power estimation tools [57][58]. A superscalar
processor is configured with an aggressive pipeline, redundancy and speculation support
(key parameters identified in red color in Figure 32). One of the key requirements for
core selection is to select a core that gives best performance possible on all benchmarks,
without being over-sized. To ensure that the structures that are resized for powerperformance efficiency are not oversized to begin with, simulations are conducted to
select initial sizing for ROB, LSQ and integer/ floating point windows. The above
mentioned structures are increased/ decreased in size from 10% to 100% to observe the
performance impact on the SPEC phases. Data indicates that perhaps the default structure
sizing selected for this study is appropriate. As shown in Figure 33, a reasonable number
of phase exhibit variations in performance when structure sizing is increased or decreased
in size (compared to the baseline design).
To evaluate microvisor based power management, multi-programmed workloads
are created by grouping SPEC 2000 benchmarks. Each workload is a combination of
floating point and integer type benchmarks running reference input sets. Before entering
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performance and power evaluation mode, each thread in the workload is fast forwarded 5
to 6 billion instructions. Simulation is run until each thread completes 2 billion
instructions. A throughput metric is used for the CMP to evaluate performance. Each
thread runs for 2 billion instructions and then exits. Microvisor utilizes ITV based phase
classification to detect phases within threads as discussed earlier. Simulation runs until all
threads complete their 2 billion instructions. Chip multiprocessor throughput is defined as
the arithmetic sum of the Instructions per Second (IPS) of each thread.
The empirical model for structure resizing is analyzed and evaluated based on
SPEC 2000 benchmarks. Each benchmark is profiled using standard SimPoint toolset to
identify all interesting phases for SPEC 2000 [21]. A set of 130 phases covering five
phases from each benchmark and of length 100 million instructions each are used to
develop the empirical model for structure resizing. This enables a general purpose model
for structure resizing based on using SPEC 2000 as a proxy for real workload conditions.
The microvisor later utilizes the empirical model and applies the structure resizing for
ITV based phases.

4.9 Empirical Model for Structure Resizing
An offline linear regression is conducted to develop an empirical model for
structure resizing based on the IPC, ITV signature (instruction type distributions) and
average occupancy of instructions for the ROB, LSQ and integer/ floating point
scheduling windows. Based on SimPoint toolset 130 SPEC 2000 phases of length 100
million instructions each are identified and used for this study.
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Figure 34 Linear Regression based Empirical Model
Figure 34 presents the four phases for developing the proposed model. During
phase 1, all SPEC phases are simulated based on a default processor and structure
configurations, and IPC as well as processor power is measured. All phases are also
simulated for all combinations of possible structure sizing. The structure sizing that
results in a desired performance loss (for example a 5% IPC loss) and maximum power
reduction is picked as the actual resizing. This process is conducted for ROB, LSQ, FPWin and I-Win structures and repeated for all desired performance losses (5%, 10% and
15% for this study).
To predict structure sizing, IPC, ITV signatures, and occupancy of LSQ and ROB
are collected for each phase during phase 2. Occupancy is the average liveliness
(measured in number of cycles) of an instruction in a particular structure. ITV captures
the execution frequency of committed instruction types over an instruction profiling
interval. During phase 3, this information is fed into a linear regression model to correlate
the actual sizing of structures (for a particular performance loss) with the runtime
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Figure 35 ROB resizing @ 5% IPC loss target
information collected using the default sizing. The goal is to achieve maximum
correlation and come up with a quantitative model to predict sizing of structures for target
performance loss criterions. During phase 4, the final structure size predictions are
calculated by adjusting the size predictions using low and high thresholds. Such
adjustment process is introduced to alleviate the error introduced by the inexactness of
the proposed empirical model.

4.9.1 Analysis of ROB Resizing
The empirical model described in Figure 34 is applied to one of the key structures
in a modern superscalar processor and Reorder Buffer (ROB) is analyzed for resizing
impact. The target performance loss is set at 5% for this study. As described earlier, the
ROB default size is 128 entries. The empirical model is developed to achieve greater than
90% correlation between the actual and predicted structure sizing. Figure 35 (top) shows
the result of ROB size prediction when resizing granularity of 16 entries is used. This plot
is sorted for actual ROB size. Results show that empirical model delivers 93.7%
correlation compared to 40% when only IPC is used to estimate ROB sizing.
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Figure 36 LSQ resizing @ 5% IPC loss target
Figure 35 (bottom) shows the overshoot and undershoot of ROB size predictions.
Undershoot occurs when the percentage error when prediction results in a smaller ROB
size compared to actual. Overshoot on the other hand represents the percentage error
when prediction results in a greater ROB size compared to actual. The low and high
thresholds as identified in Figure 34 phase 4 are setup based on the error guard-band
allowed. This study attempts to restrict the error guard-band to 10%. ROB sizing
conforms within this bound. The maximum overshoot for ROB sizing is 8.5%, while
maximum undershoot is 6.5%.

4.9.2 Analysis of LSQ Resizing
The empirical model described in Figure 34 is applied to one of the key structures
in a modern superscalar processor and the Load Store Queue (LSQ) is analyzed for
resizing impact. The target performance loss is set at 5% for this study. As described
earlier, the LSQ default size is 48 entries for Load Queue and 64 entries for Store Queue.
The empirical model is developed to achieve greater than 90% correlation between the
actual and predicted structure sizing. Figure 35 (top) shows the result of LSQ size
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Figure 37 Correlation Results and Runtime Parameters
prediction when resizing granularity of 4 entries is used. This plot is sorted for actual
LSQ size. Results show that empirical model delivers 93.4% correlation compared to
22% when only IPC is used to estimate LSQ sizing.
Figure 35 (bottom) shows the overshoot and undershoot of LSQ size predictions
as described in previous section. This study attempts to restrict the error guard-band to
10%. LSQ sizing conforms within this bound. The maximum overshoot for LSQ sizing is
9.4%, while maximum undershoot is 9.5%.

4.9.3 Runtime Parameters and Correlation Results of the Empirical Model
Figure 37 shows the list of runtime parameters used to correlate resizing (in
%age) of ROB, LSQ, I-Win and FP-Win structures to the target performance loss
criterions. To measure the effectiveness of the proposed empirical model, predictions are
correlated with the actual resizing such that greater than 90% correlation is achieved.
Figure 37 shows that the desired correlation goal is achieved with less than nine runtime
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parameters. In the subsequent sections, application of the proposed structure resizing
mechanism is studied for power-performance efficiency.
In general, the empirical model generates sizing for each of the four structures
based on the following formulation:
Structure Size ∀ T arg et Performance

=

f

( IPC , Occupancy,

ITV Signature)

4.10 Structure Resizing via Microvisor
As discussed in section 4.4, when a stable phase within a thread is classified for
the first time in a core’s phase classification unit, the IPC, ITV signature and occupancy
of structures is captured. During this step, the microvisor initiates the process of
speculating structure sizing using pre-stored equations from Figure 37. This information
is stored in the Phase History Table (PHT) for each classified phase. Subsequently, when
this phase recurs or runs for extended periods, the pre-characterized structure resizing is
reused by looking up appropriate PHT entries. In a situation when the initial precharacterization results in an overshoot or undershoot greater than 10%, the precharacterized sizing is scaled appropriately and re-stored in the PHT table.
This section evaluates the implementation of the proposed structure resizing
model for exploiting power-performance efficiency within microvisor. The empirical
model for predicting structure resizing is applied to ITV based classified phases at
runtime.

4.10.1 Analyzing Predictive Structure Resizing
Figure 38 shows the predicted versus actual sizing for the processor structures
when target IPC loss is set to 5%. Each figure is a scatter plot of actual versus predicted
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Figure 38 Correlation results of structure resizing within microvisor
size for each structure. Each dot shows an actual predicted size reduction. High and low
thresholds are used to identify 0%, 25% and 50% power gating based on these
predictions. Each shaded region represents the scope of these thresholds. If a prediction
results in exceeding the high threshold, it is marked as overshoot; falling below low
threshold results in undershoots. For example if an actual structure size reduction is
marked as 25%, and prediction shows 40%, it will fall above the high threshold (50%),
thus resulting in an overshoot. In case of ROB/LSQ, one phase shows an overshoot,
while all other phases perform within our thresholds. I-Win and FP-Win structures do not
incur any overshoot. However, the 50% resizing for ROB/LSQ and FP-Win show a few
phases that result in undershoots.
In summary, the results indicate that the proposed empirical model provides a
reasonable accuracy in predicting structure sizing. As a comparison point, correlation is
performed by only considering IPC to speculate ROB structure sizing, but the results
indicated that more than 25 percent of the phases result in overshoots. This validates our
selection of runtime parameters for the proposed model.
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Figure 39 Power-performance Efficiency when target IPC loss is set at 5%

4.10.2 Power-performance Efficiency via Structure Resizing
The proposed scheme structure resizing model within the proposed microvisor
framework is implemented. To measure the efficiency of structure resizing, powerperformance efficiency metric is used. Power-performance efficiency metric measures
the improvement of performance loss and power gains over a baseline design. The
baseline design considers proportional power gains for a particular performance loss. For
example, a baseline design incurs 5% power gain when IPC is reduced by 5%. Suppose
that using the proposed structure resizing, power gains of 15% are achieved with only 5%
reduction in IPC. Using this metric, the power-performance efficiency will be reported as
0.95/0.85 or 1.12X when compared to baseline. Such a baseline design may be viewed as
a system that deploys frequency scaling for power management. As frequency scales
linearly with performance of a processor (except for pure memory stalls), such baseline
design is a practical comparison point.
The proposed empirical model for structure resizing is implemented at runtime
and power gains, performance loss data is collected for all SPEC benchmarks. All results
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are reported as power-performance efficiency metric. Figure 39 shows the powerperformance efficiency across SPEC benchmarks when the proposed empirical model is
used at runtime to adjust appropriate structure sizing. Results indicate that when the
target performance loss is set at 5%, on average 28% dynamic and static power savings
are observed across all threads. The reported power-performance efficiency (Figure 39) is
1.35X when compared to the baseline. This is a 35% improvement at a minimal
performance loss of 5%. The dynamic and static power is further broken down as shown
in the first and second bars in Figure 39. Generally power-performance efficiency is
greater for static power compared to dynamic. This is mainly due to the added static
power advantage of power gating execution units when they are not needed. It is
observed that integer benchmarks show consistently greater power savings compared to
floating point threads. As integer benchmarks incur very minimal floating point activity,
our model significantly extracts power benefits by shutting down most of the floating
point cluster. On the other hand, floating point threads utilize both integer and floating
point clusters, thus limiting power savings. Our data indicates that our model accurately
predicts targeted performance loss across all phases using the criteria discussed earlier.
For integer benchmarks, the performance loss is minimal, which is attributed to the
predictable behavior of integer threads being more dependent on the branch predictor
rather than the size of queuing structures.
The proposed structure sizing model is further evaluated by considering powerperformance efficiency when the target performance loss is set at 5%, 10% and 15%.
Figure 40 shows power-performance efficiency when dynamic plus static power is
considered. Each bar shows the power-performance efficiency over baseline when the
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Figure 40 Power-performance Efficiency @ target IPC loss of 5%, 10%, and 15%
target performance loss is set at 5%, 10% and 15%. Note that the granularity of power
gating (up to 50% with only three options of 0%, 25% and 50%) limits the potential gains
when larger performance loss is considered. Power savings of 32% and 35% for the 10%
and 15% performance loss criterions are observed. Overall power-performance efficiency
improves to 1.37X and 1.41X for higher performance loss targets.

4.11 Conclusion
An empirical model to estimate structure resizing for a selected set of structures in
modern superscalar out-of-order processors is presented. When this offline model is
deployed at runtime, intra thread variations are exploited by adapting processor structure
by resizing, for power-performance efficiency. It is shown that with the help of ITV and
using less than nine processor events, the runtime system estimates sizing for ROB, LSQ,
I-Win and FP-Win structures with greater than 90% correlation to the actual (ideal) sizing
for a target performance loss criterion. Results show that using the proposed empirical
model, these structures can be resized at runtime to deliver 35% power-performance
efficiency over a baseline design with only 5% loss of performance. The work presented
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in this chapter offers a practical and low overhead technique for fine-grain power-aware
computing in the multi-core era. This chapter concludes that all the objectives set forth in
section 4.4 are achieved when the proposed scheme is deployed in a system.
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CHAPTER 5
HARD ERROR TOLERANCE
As the semiconductor industry continues its relentless push for nano-CMOS
technologies, device reliability and occurrence of hard errors has emerged as a dominant
concern in multi-cores. Although regular memory structures are protected against hard
errors using error correcting codes or spare rows and columns, many of the structures
within the cores are left unprotected. Even if the location of hard errors is known a priori,
disabling faulty cores result in a substantial performance loss. Therefore, salvaging a
defective core is desirable. Several proposed techniques use microarchitectural
redundancy to allow a defective core to continue operation. These techniques are
attractive, but limited due to either added cost of additional redundancy that offers no
benefits to an error-free core, or limited coverage, due to the natural redundancy offered
by the microarchitecture.
This thesis proposes to exploit the inter-core redundancy in chip multiprocessors
for hard error tolerance. The scheme combines hardware reconfiguration to ensure
reduced functionality of cores, and a runtime layer of software (microvisor) to manage
mapping of threads to cores. Microvisor observes the changing phase behavior of threads
using ITV phase classification and initiates thread relocation to match the computational
demands of threads to the capabilities of cores.

5.1 Introduction
In the area of computing, availability of an ever increasing number of transistors
has generally translated to additional resources. However, due to circuit reliability and
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marginality problems, the susceptibility of these resources to permanent errors has also
grown. Hard errors can occur at manufacturing time or in the field at runtime. Faults
detected during manufacturing generally result in lost yield at the die or chip level.
Assuming errors can be detected in the field using a fault detection and isolation
mechanism [84][85][86][87], disabling defective cores can result in a substantial
performance loss. A desirable alternative is to allow the defective cores within a CMP to
continue operation, perhaps at reduced functionality. Proposed techniques use
microarchitectural redundancy by disabling defective execution pipelines [88] or
redirecting execution to spare or alternate resources, thus avoiding the use of defective
components [89][90][91]. Although these techniques are attractive, they have two major
drawbacks. First, they require changes to the microarchitecture, thus introducing design
complexity. Second, the coverage of these techniques is limited to the natural redundancy
offered by superscalar cores. Most of the large structures in cores do not offer
redundancy to support performance enhancements. Examples of large structures include
integer multiplier and divider, floating point execution units, instruction decoders and
small array like structures such as Reorder buffer, Load Store Queues and Virtual
Registers. Adding spare resources to cover such non-redundant structures amount to
added complexity and increased area, while offering no benefits (performance or power)
to an error-free core.
This thesis presents a novel system level architecture that exploits the natural
inter-core redundancy in chip multiprocessors to tolerate the occurrence of hard errors1.

1

Wear-out related failures, or intrinsic hard faults are distinct from extrinsic hard faults, which are permanent faults that result from
manufacturing defects and are already present when a processor is tested in the factory. Thus, extrinsic hard faults are weeded out by
testing. In contrast to extrinsic hard faults, the probability of intrinsic hard faults increases with long-term processor utilization. This
chapter addresses intrinsic hard faults.
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The architecture proposes a runtime mechanism based on instruction type vectors to
expose the computational demands of threads to the system, which subsequently uses this
information to relocate threads among the fully functional and degraded cores. It is
shown that system performance losses due to the occurrence of hard errors in single or
multiple cores can be mitigated with minimal changes to the hardware and software
layers in today’s systems. When the proposed scheme is applied at the core level, it
covers a significant area of the cores including large execution units, array structures and
combinational logic such as decoder unit.
The main contribution of the proposed architecture is to enable hard error
detection and tolerance in a multi-core when faults disable or degrade capabilities of
structures within cores. Benefits from the scheme are greatest when phases within threads
are continuously evaluated for mapping threads to cores, such that the system availability
is optimized at minimal performance loss. Results show that microvisor enables
functional execution in CMPs with an average of 2% performance loss, compared to an
average of 20% loss in performance due to disabling faulty cores.

5.2 Related Work on Hard Error Detection and Tolerance
Fault tolerance techniques are generally categorized into detection/isolation
followed by correction/recovery due to errors. In a CMP that experiences both “soft
defects” and multiple device failures, even when the system starts out with symmetric
homogeneous cores, as device failures accumulate, the system degenerates into a
heterogeneous multi-core. An asymmetric CMP breaks one of the major assumptions
made by software developers; i.e. all cores provide equal performance. Changing such
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assumptions requires a major change to system abstraction layers. One cannot expect the
operating system to keep adapting to the underlying changes in the hardware. The major
challenge is to accomplish fault tolerance by staying with the proven path of architecture,
software and design paradigms. This is where the proposed architecture fits in. This
thesis proposes creating a highly reliable CMP through runtime configuration and
reliability management that is not overly intrusive on the design process such that the
software, including operating system, is impervious to underlying changes.
A key requirement for successful reconfiguration is detailed knowledge about
locations of errors. Fault diagnosis and isolation at runtime is challenging because current
architectures lack fine-grain controllability and observability into microarchitecture state
of the cores. Smolens et al present an in-field early wear-out fault detection scheme that
relies on the operating system to switch between functional and scan mode to test the
chip in near-marginal conditions [84]. Bower et al propose using small auxiliary cores
that check committed instructions for defect isolation [85]. BlackJack [86] exploits
simultaneously redundant threads on an SMT to detect defects. Constantinides et al
propose a software-based defect detection and diagnosis technique, which is based on
using special firmware to periodically insert specific instructions and tests for diagnosis
[87]. An ACE-Enhanced architecture extends the existing scan chains using hierarchical,
tree-structured organization to provide access to microarchitecture components.
Modern chip multiprocessors devote a large fraction of die area to memory
structures such as multi-level caches. Fortunately, caches are protected from hard errors
using spare rows and columns, and error detecting/correcting codes [92]. This leaves the
cores of the CMP susceptible to the occurrence of hard errors. Microarchitecture
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redundancy based techniques [88][89][90][91] are shown to be effective for structures
that have exploitable natural redundancy. But most of the large structures such as integer
multiplier and divider, floating point execution units, instruction decoders and small noncache arrays are left susceptible to hard errors in today’s systems.
The idea of incorporating redundancy in processors for fault tolerance is well
entrenched. Skivakumar et al identify microarchitectural redundancy in an Alpha
processor [89]. They exploit redundancy by de-mapping failed execution units and caches
as well as non-cache array structures such as reorder buffer and register files. They report
high coverage and show that disabling only one or two entries in the reorder buffer incurs
a minimum of 1% performance loss. They explore the possibility of using redundant units
in a processor to improve manufacturing yield at the cost of performance degradation.
Srinivasan et al analyze the performance impact of graceful degradation in performance
by disabling redundant resources to improve lifetime reliability [90].
Bower et al show that enabling redundant rows, columns and sub-arrays in
structures such as reorder buffers can be effectively used to mitigate performance losses
[93]. However, Koren et al show that structural irregularity and testability issues in logic
and control units render them unsuitable for partial redundancy [94]. Hence entire units
need to be replicated to achieve fault tolerance.

5.3 Objectives
Ideally, an error tolerant solution is expected to push the design to optimal
performance, while keeping the system functionally available. This thesis proposes to
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exploit inter-core redundancy in modern multi-cores for hard error tolerance. Some of the
objectives of the proposed architecture are:
•

Scalable Error Management: Insulating error detection and tolerance management
from the operating system enables a scalable system level solution. This minimizes
changes to the operating system as the processor design evolves.

•

Detection and Isolation: A key requirement for successful error tolerance is a detailed
knowledge about the location of errors. Fault diagnosis and isolation at runtime is
challenging because state of the art processors lack fine-grain controllability and
observability into microarchitecture state of the cores. A scheme that can enable fine
grain isolation of hard errors is highly desirable.

•

Tolerating Errors: A key requirement to tolerate errors in processors is to be able to
exploit the available redundancies in computational structures. A mechanism that can
effectively deploy such reconfiguration dynamically is highly desirable. The goal is to
tolerate a wide spectrum of errors, while incurring minimum performance loss.

5.4 Hard Error Detection and Isolation
Traditionally, there are two methods of testing digital circuits: structural (also
known as scan) testing and functional testing. In structural testing, logic elements such as
latches, flip-flops are converted into scan elements that are reconfigured as scan chains in
test mode [95]. Caches, CAMs and other arrays are structurally isolated with scan collar
that provides direct access for testing them in isolation. Recently, researches have
explored scan infrastructure to enable online error detection and diagnosis [84][87].
Structural testing has the advantage of high accessibility into internal state of the design,
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but the disadvantage is that tests may not be applied at full speed. Scan is well known to
excite non-functional paths as well, which leads to failures of chips during test that might
be good in functional mode, leading to yield loss problem. To circumvent this problem,
testing is often conducted at lower frequency to strike a compromise between yield losses
against test escapes [96]. Many of the hard errors are only visible when the chip operates
at full speed. Thus scan based delay tests may not screen many chips with delay fault
problem. In real designs, many of the failing nodes are excited after a multi-cycle
sequence of events. Due to the isolation of array structures during scan test, multi-cycle
paths through them are not exercised at functional speed. Finally, augmenting scan
patterns with long functional sequences is also problematic. Storing test patterns that
exercise billions of instructions require large memory footprint, which may not fit into
the tester memory. Converting functional into scan patterns without any loss of coverage
is a non-trivial challenge of its own. Due to the persistence of well known test escapes
[97], there is a need to detect and isolate hard errors using functional testing rather than
scan.
In functional testing, instructions execute in normal mode. The expected results
are compared with known-good results to detect failures. Functional testing suffers from
a number of disadvantages as well. Many failures are masked in functional testing. Some
of these masked failures are logic failures and some of them are performance failures.
Erroneous data may persist in the system before it is overwritten by valid data. In such
cases, without intermediate observation, the fault is masked. If intermediate observation
points are established, the amount of observed data grows. As millions or billions of
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instructions are executed during functional testing, the impracticality of observing
intermediate data after each computation is self evident [98].
This thesis proposes runtime functional testing architecture that addresses the
following key objectives: (1) Enable testing in the field at runtime, without a physical
tester, (2) Enable observability and controllability for the hard to test structures within
multi-cores for fine-grain hard error detection, and finally (3) Keep the test content
storage overhead, design effort and hardware costs low. The proposed architecture has
the ability to detect and isolate hard errors in hard to test-and-detect components such as
large structures including integer multiply and divider, floating point execution unit,
instruction decoders and queues, and small array like structures such as Reorder Buffer
and Load Store Queues. Hardware signature registers are used to capture the footprints of
execution at the output of functional modules within the cores. Microvisor initiates
functional tests concurrently on multiple cores to capture the signature footprints across
cores. The proposed integrated detection scheme is superior to static analysis [99] as it
adapts dynamically to the observed response and achieves fine grain isolation of errors.
Results show that using a set of functional test sequences, faults can be isolated down to a
fine-granular level without incurring test content storage overheads. The hardware cost of
the scheme is less than 3%, while the software tasks are performed at a high-level,
resulting in a relatively low design effort and cost.

5.4.1 Architecture for Hard Error Detection
The central component of hard error detection architecture is Microvisor. The
function of microvisor is to manage functional testing of structures within cores of a
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CMP. Of interest is to concurrently run directed test threads on multiple cores and
evaluate distributed functional testing outcome for hard error detection. Microvisor
isolates the faults at a fine granularity for possible hardware reconfiguration.
The hardware components are signature registers that are strategically placed
within the cores to capture the execution footprints on the output of structures under test.
When a test thread is run on a core, signature registers formulate footprints of execution.
These footprints are later used by microvisor to compare against concurrently captured
footprints on another core. For isolation, microvisor controls the execution footprints at
the fine granularity of cycle-by-cycle. The software component is the microvisor software
that runs natively as a privileged process on the CMP. The invocation of microvisor is
controlled by a dedicated mTimer, as well as special hardware interrupts. mTimer is
setup by the microvisor to invoke testing at the granularity of desired debug time
window. The debug algorithm starts off by setting the mTimer based on instructions
committed per core. If a core is hung for pre-determined cycles, it generates an interrupt
to invoke microvisor. If a signature mismatches, the algorithm first attempts to identify a
known good instruction and subsequently enters a cycle-by-cycle evaluation mode (also
based on mTimer) to identify which signature was corrupted first. Examples of other
hardware interrupts are built-in self test structures to predict occurrence of hard errors
[100], and flags to indicate the completion of test thread’s execution. The main feature of
microvisor software is to invoke functional test threads and in case of footprint
mismatches, isolate the faults to a targeted set of hardware structures. To accomplish the
tasks of running hard error detection and debug procedures, microvisor maintains several
data structures to assist with the management details.
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Figure 41 Microvisor based functional testing
A key pre-requisite to enable the proposed functional testing architecture is to
identify a functional core to run the microvisor software; and a subset of cores for testing.
System firmware can run traditional online testing [101][98] using built-in self test
structures or error detecting codes to perform basic functionality testing at the granularity
of cores. At this point the firmware loads the microvisor into a functional core and
identifies the cores for testing. The functional testing paradigm is shown in Figure 41.
Microvisor runs on a core identified by M and the two cores selected for testing and
debug are identified using C1 and C2. Before invoking test threads, microvisor initiates
an initialization sequence for each core to flush the cores into a known state [101]. This
ensures that the signature registers capture a deterministic footprint of execution.
Microvisor selects test threads within the core and invokes test execution. Test execution
is terminated by either the completion of the thread or interrupted by the expiration of the
mTimer. Thread termination results in hardware interrupt from the corresponding core to
inform the microvisor, whereas, mTimer ensures that each core runs the test thread for a
pre-determined number of cycles.
When all cores report to the microvisor, hard error detection phase is initiated.
The captured footprints of structures within cores are accessed by the microvisor, and
compared among the equivalent signature registers for the two cores. In case of footprint
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mismatches, hard error debug and isolation routines are initiated. Otherwise, the
microvisor selects the next set of threads.
The hard error isolation is divided into two categories. In the first category, when
multiple footprints within the core mismatch, then microvisor invokes isolation for the
time-window of the occurrence of the first mismatching footprint. This is accomplished
by re-invoking the failing thread iteratively and controlling the termination of thread
using the mTimer. Microvisor uses a divide-and-conquer approach to isolating the
timeline of first mismatching structure. The second category is to isolate the fault to a
specific physical location. This is accomplished by controlling the scope of observability
in the faulty structure. The next subsection presents the detailed microarchitecture for
such isolation. The main objective of the proposed capability is to isolate a fault for
possible hardware reconfiguration around the error prone circuitry [102].
An important ingredient of any test framework is the selection of input stimulus to
trigger the targeted fault sites for the unit under test. Test vector generation generally falls
in two categories: random or pseudo-random test patterns and targeted or synthetic test
patterns. Although random patterns are easy to generate, they generally require long test
times to trigger a fault site. On the other hand, targeted tests require the knowledge of the
design under test. This thesis proposes a general purpose scheme to generate functional
test threads that can be used to target specific structures within cores. As wear-out related
hard errors emerge at runtime under specific workload and voltage/ temperature
conditions, a test thread that matches the behavior of actual environment can be helpful
for testing related faults. When a test escapee fails in the field after a long sequence of
functional patterns that cause failure, error detection and debug must be done with the
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failing pattern, not the pattern that was generated before the chip is deployed in the field.
ITV based phases for SPEC 2000 benchmarks are used as the expected workload
conditions. Such traces are considered a proxy for in-field behavior that results in a bug.
Microvisor uses the instruction distribution of a test thread to match with the
targeted structure for testing within the core. For example, if the Load Store Queue (LSQ)
is being tested for a possible hard error, test thread with maximum load and store type
instructions is chosen. Similarly to test the Reorder Buffer (ROB), integer ALU
dominated thread with high IPC is chosen. Results show that using such targeted test
threads, the number of instructions needed to detect a hard error can be reduced.

5.4.2 Microarchitecture Support for Hard Error Detection
Figure 42 shows the scope of structures within a superscalar core that are covered
by the proposed hard error detection architecture. The shaded SR blocks represent the
signature registers used to capture the execution footprints of the associated structure. For
example, the Reorder Buffer (ROB) is read out when the instruction at the head of the
ROB is committed or an intermediate instruction result is forwarded to the instruction
window after resolving data dependencies. In both cases, the output ports of the ROB
structure are compressed using spatial and temporal compactor circuits to form a
footprint [103]. Large array structures such as multi-level caches and register files are
assumed to be protected by error correcting codes and spare rows and columns [92];
therefore, they are excluded from the proposed architecture.
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Figure 42 Scope of Hard Error Detection
The key idea behind the proposed signature register is to increase the visibility of
internal state of the structures within a core to the external observation port i.e., the
microvisor software. The basic operation is as follows: a set of nodes critical for
detection and debug are selected within each structure. Examples of such nodes are
outputs of the ALUs or read ports, and data-path and control output signals for small
array structures such as ROB or LSQ. These signals are then fed into spatial followed by
temporal compactors. Space compaction shrinks the number of observed signals and the
temporal compaction formulates a footprint over time. Smolens et al have shown the
effectiveness of such compaction design that minimizes aliasing at low hardware
overhead cost [103]. Figure 43 shows the signature register microarchitecture, which is
computed concurrently without affecting the functional path. First, the output signals for
observability are compressed using an X-Compact error correcting codes based parity
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tree. Although many parity tree structures are possible, X-Compact has been shown to
reduce the number of signals dramatically, while preserving all single-bit, double-bit,
odd-bit, and contiguous bit errors [104]. The number of X-compact trees for a particular
structure within the core is a function of the granularity of debug capabilities. For
example, in case of an ALU, the complete structure is either deemed error free or faulty.
Therefore, a single X-Compactor is used to compress the output signals. Control
mechanisms for debug are discussed in the next subsection.
All spatially compressed signals are fed into a Multiple Input Signature Register
(MISR) [96]. A MISR is a form of linear feedback shift register that is capable of
compacting observed state of its inputs over time. The key criterion for MISR selection is
the width of the registers, which has been shown to be highly sensitive to aliasing issues.
A wide 16 to 36-bit MISR is used for structures shown in Figure 43, which reduces the
probability of aliasing significantly compared to MISR with smaller widths. The output
of the MISR at the end of a test sequence is termed as Signature Register and made
available to the microvisor via memory mapped registers. Microvisor software compares
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the signature registers across execution of test thread on multiple cores and invokes
isolation process to isolate hard errors to structures as well as regions within structures.
The microvisor first isolates the occurrence of first signature register failure. At
this point, the structure within core that is error prone is identified. Shutting off an entire
structure for reconfiguration can lead to large performance loss or make the entire core
non-functional. For example, if the ROB has a hard error, disabling the entire ROB is not
possible as it is a central component to keeping the core functional. In such structures, it
is desirable to only shut off faulty areas. Structures such as ROB, LSQ, Instruction Queue
and Instruction Windows can be designed with independent partitions such that each
partition is a self-standing and independently usable unit. Ponomarev et al [54] present
details of such partitioning and the proposed architecture provides hard error diagnosis
and isolation support for these structures.
The signature register microarchitecture is extended by enabling control circuitry
to selectively capture the outputs from a structure into the signature register. Figure 44
shows an example implementation of such selective observation. The microvisor selects a
partition within a structure for isolation and re-runs the failing test thread. The control
logic observes the output of the structure and based on the directives from microvisor
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Core Structures
Execution
Units

Small
Arrays &
Queues

Combinational
Logic

Description and Features

Floating Point Unit
(FPU)

Double-precision floating point Add, Multiply, Divide and Conversion unit
with full support for IEEE 754 standard.

Integer ALU Unit
(I-ALU)

Integer unit with support for Add, Shift, Rotate, Increment, Move, and
Logical instructions. All operations assumed to be single cycle.

Integer Multiply/Divide
Unit (I-COMPLEX)

Integer unit with support for complex instructions. Fully pipelined 64x64 (5
cycle), 32x32 (3 cycle), and 16x16 (2 cycle) multiply units.

Reorder Buffer
(ROB)

128 80-bit entries ROB implemented as a circular FIFO. For concurrent
access to ROB entries; 8 read ports and 4 write ports.

Load Store Queue
(LSQ)

32 70-bit entries Load Queue; 2 read ports and 8 write ports. 16 70-bit
entries Store Queue 1 read port and 6 write ports. 16 Comparators for
load/store memory hazards resolution.

Instruction Queue
(IQ)

16 64-bit entries IQ implemented as a circular FIFO. For concurrent access
to IQ entries; 4 read ports and 4 write ports.

Decoder Unit

A parallel decoder of a subset of x86 based Instruction Set Architecture.

Table 4 Core Structures for microarchitecture (RTL)
enables the signature register to capture the appropriate outputs. For example, in the
ROB, when the microvisor enables observation of a bank of entries, the control logic uses
the read port addresses to select the data being captured in the signature register. By rerunning the test threads and capturing and comparing the signature registers, microvisor
enables isolation of hard errors to a fine granular level.

5.4.3 Methodology for Hard Error Detection
A hybrid simulation framework is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed hard error detection architecture. For microarchitecture studies such as fault
simulations and analysis of area overhead, synthesizable RTL is created for the main
structures covered by the proposed scheme. To evaluate the architecture of the microvisor
based hard error detection, a modified version of the SESC cycle-level MIPS simulator is
used [56]. SESC supports multi-cores within the symmetric multiprocessing paradigm.
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The effectiveness of the test threads and the testing overheads for the error detection
scheme is evaluated.
First, a detailed verilog based RTL implementation of the structures covered by
the proposed scheme is created. Table 4 shows the description and features of the core
structures. The Synopsis Design Compiler to synthesize each unit using the TSMC 65nm
standard cell library is used [105]. The synthesized net-lists are subsequently used to run
random fault simulations using Synopsis TetraMAX ATPG tool [106]. The goal of
random fault simulations is to estimate the probability of fault propagation to the
signature register for the structure under test. It is shown later in this section how such
probabilities are used to conduct core level hard error detection using SESC based
microvisor framework. To conduct random fault simulations for each structure in Table
4, the verilog net-list is read into the TetraMAX fault simulation tool and a fault list is
generated using stuck-at fault and N-detect fault models, which have been shown to be
effective for hard failures [107]. In the N-detect test patterns, each stuck-at fault is
detected by at least N different patterns. Then a random set of 10,000 test patterns are
generated for each structure and the fault simulation for the target structure is carried out.
A set of 1000 random faults are picked from the previously generated fault list. Fault
simulation is a two step process iterated over 1000 times for each of the 1000 random
fault, thus resulting in 1 million samples for each core structure. First, a pattern is
randomly picked from the previously generated test patterns. Second, the pattern is fault
simulated using TetraMAX assuming all primary outputs of the structure are capable of
being captured into the signature register. If the fault is detected, the particular iteration
of fault simulation is marked successful, and the next iteration commences. At the end of
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Core Parameters
Fetch, Issue, Retire Width

6, 4, 6 (out-of-order)

L1 I-Cache

64KB, 8-way, 1 cycle, LRU

L1 D-Cache

64KB, 8-way, 2 cycles, WB, LRU

Branch Predictor

8K Hybrid 2-level

Branch Target Buffer

4K entries, 4-way

Floating Point Execution Units

fpALU: 2 units, 2 cycles
fpMult: 1 unit, 4 cycles
fpDiv: 1 unit, 10 cycles

Integer Execution Units

iALU: 5 units, 1 cycle
iMult: 1 unit, 3 cycles
iDiv: 1 unit, 12 cycles

Decode Delay

2 cycles

Reorder Buffer (ROB) Size

152

Virtual Registers

Int: 104
FP: 80

Load/Store Buffers

64/48 entries

L2

Unified, 2MB, 8-Way, 10 cycles, LRU

Off-chip memory latency

200 cycles (100 ns @ 2 GHz)

Table 5 Hard Error Tolerance System Parameters
1000 iterations, the probability of fault detection at the signature register is defined as
number of successful fault simulations divided by 1000. The probability of fault detection
for the structure under test is measured as function of the probabilities for the 1000
random faults.
Modified version of SESC simulator is used to conduct chip level fault
simulations using the microvisor based hard error detection architecture. The signature
register is modeled for each structure within the cores of a quad-core CMP. A fault site is
randomly picked in a target structure and the test threads are applied to detect the hard
error using the proposed scheme. A fault site is triggered and captured into the associated
signature register when an input stimulus is applied on the faulty structure with the
probability of fault detection from the random fault simulations. If the fault is detected, it
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corrupts that unit’s signature register. When the corrupted unit is read by a consumer unit,
the fault is propagated to the associated signature register. This process is repeated for
1000 iterations for each structure. The goal is to observe the number of instructions
needed to identify a fault site in each major block using the proposed architecture.
To perform architecture fault simulations, a superscalar out-of-order core is
assumed with the features described in Table 5. For each simulation run, the SPEC 2000
benchmarks are fast forwarded 5 to 7 billion instructions and cycle-level performance
simulations of the test threads from ITV phase classification scheme are performed for 10
million instructions. All signature registers are logged with corruption information and
the associated clock cycle. This information is post-processed to estimate the number of
instructions and execution times required by each test thread to detect and diagnose a
fault for each structure within the core.

5.4.4 Evaluation of Hard Error Detection
The results and analysis of the proposed runtime hard error detection architecture
are presented. The key questions intended to answer are: (1) What is the probability of
fault detection for each of the major structures that use the signature register to capture
the execution footprints? (2) How long does it take (number of instructions or clock
cycles) to detect and fully diagnose a hard error in the covered structures? (3) This is
related to (2). What is a good test thread to detect a fault in a specific core structure? (4)
As the main contribution of this hardware/software co-design hard error detection and
debug architecture is to deliver fine granular online testing paradigm with low design
overhead, what is the area overhead of the signature registers and associated logic?
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FPU

78,900

218,464

307

I-ALU

6,790

22,904

168

I-COMPLEX

59,138

155,818

138

ROB

233,992

1,057,464

647

LSQ

68,929

298,998

220

IQ

16,773

79,222

144

Decode

10,679

37,634

198

Figure 45 RTL Fault Simulations

5.4.4.1 Random Fault Simulations for Synthesized Core Structures
Random fault simulations are conducted for each synthesized structure using the
methodology discussed in previous section. Figure 45 shows the NAND2 equivalent gate
count and the stuck-at fault list for each structure. A 1000-detect fault model is used to
generate the 10,000 test patterns for the fault simulations. These patterns achieve ~80%
test coverage with 1000-detect fault model and 99.9% coverage with the single stuck-at
fault model using for the fault list shown in Figure 45. The signals observed to flag the
success of a fault detection using the signature register are also shown as outputs.

Successfult fault detections
within probability bins

Figure 46 shows the probability distribution of successful fault detections using
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Figure 46 Probability distribution with random fault simulations
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Figure 47 Probability of Fault Detection
the proposed random fault simulations. The key point of this graph is to identify possible
easy to detect samples and filter them out of the final probabilities. Each bin of
probability range shows the percentage of successful detections that fall within a
particular probability bound. For example, FPU shows that ~25% of the successfully
detected fault simulations for the 1000 fault sites are detected within a probability of
greater than 0.4. This information is used to filter out the high probability ranges. The
proposed scheme throws away the top 20% fault simulations that result in high
probability of success and use it instead of simply averaging the probabilities of detection
across all randomly selected faults. Some observations from Fig. 13 are also worth
noting. Array type structures generally fall in very low probability range of less than 0.1,
which implies that a test thread that stresses such structures is needed. On the other hand,
execution units, specifically multipliers and dividers show higher probability of fault
detection.
Figure 47 shows the probability of fault detection for each core structure as an
average across 1000 randomly selected faults, as well as, filtered probability that throws
away 20% of high probability detections. The results show that ROB has the lowest
probability of detection. Note that using functional threads to test ROB is useful because,
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architecturally ROB is highly accessed unit in the core, as it is the book-keeper in-chief
of the sequential execution model for modern out-of-order cores. The execution units are
generally highly structured units with most of the logic associated with data-path
elements. Therefore, the symmetric structure of such units offers high probability of
success when a random stimulus is applied for testing. Probabilities are used with
filtering for high probability sample as the input to the architectural fault simulations of
the proposed hard error detection and debug scheme.

5.4.4.2 Test Thread Selection and Testing Latency for Isolation
Architectural fault simulations are used to determine the efficiency of test threads.
Not every thread is capable of generating a stimulus that triggers a fault in a structure
under test. For example, integer SPEC 2000 threads often do not have any floating point
instructions; therefore, it is useless to run these for detecting a hard error in the FPU.
Similarly, to efficiently detect faults in the LSQ, threads with high load/store instruction
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Figure 49 Test time (in microseconds) for Hard Error Isolation
memory bound thread, therefore, stressing the LSQ. For the IQ and ROB, all instruction
types are ordered using these structures, specifically threads with high IPC and
dominated by ALU type low latency operations. All execution units can be stressed by
selecting a thread that incurs a high percentage of the associated instruction types.
To evaluate the effectiveness of thread selection based on the instruction type
distributions, each test thread is run to detect a randomly selected fault in each of the core
structure. The metric of effectiveness is the number of committed instructions required to
detect a fault. This process is repeated for 1000 iterations by selecting a different fault
site for each structure and average the number of committed instructions across all
iterations. Figure 48 shows the average number of instructions needed to detect a hard
error for each core structure. For each core structure, thread with low, medium and high
(left to right in Figure 48 for each structure) capability to detect the associated hard error
is plotted. This selection is based on instruction type distribution criteria. It is observed
that a hard error in divider unit is hardest to test, primarily because this instruction is
rarely used in a realistic workload. For the rest of the units, this criteria works well, as the
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number of instructions needed to detect the occurrence of hard error categorically reduce
as the thread most appropriate for testing that type of faulty unit is picked. An
observation is also made that although LSQ, ROB and IQ units have very low probability
of hard error detection; these units are also the most frequently exercised components in
the core. Therefore, using a functional thread that matches the actual program behavior
that the machine is originally designed for is a very effective testing technique.
The test time latency to detect and diagnose hard errors based on the threads
selection from Figure 49 is also measured. The isolation is an iterative process. Data
shows (Figure 49) that using the best candidate thread for each core structure, the latency
overhead ranges from 7 to 8000 microseconds. This overhead is negligible from the user
perspective and can be amortized considering that hard errors occur infrequently (at the
order of days or weeks) [108]; therefore, taking the chip down for few microseconds or
milliseconds to test its integrity is not a large overhead. In context of test coverage, debug
results show that all faults in the covered structures can be successfully detected by
selecting appropriate test threads. Therefore, the 99.9% fault coverage can be achieved
for single stuck-at faults. Additionally, microvisor based fault debug success rate of
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Figure 50 Area overhead and Isolation success rate
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100% is achieved for all considered structures as shown in Figure 50.

5.4.4.3 Area Overhead of Signature Registers and Associated Logic
One of the main parameters to judge the effectiveness of a testing scheme is the
hardware area overhead, mainly because the added hardware offers no performance
benefits and consumes power. As the proposed scheme mostly utilizes microvisor
software to perform detection and debug related tasks, the hardware overhead is the bare
bone mechanisms needed to control and capture the execution footprints. Figure 50
shows the area overheads of the proposed scheme. Area of each structure is estimated
using synthesized RTL to a NAND2 gate equivalent. Two versions of the RTL are
implemented, one without the signature registers and the associated control logic and
another one with it. It is important to note that the area overhead of the proposed scheme
relative to core or CMP is expected to be much lower as the memory and caching
structures are assumed to be protected by error correcting codes. Synthesis results show
that the overall area overhead of this scheme is 2.91%. The overheads of decode and
instruction queue are lager than the rest, primarily because these units relatively export
large number of outputs to the consumer units. One solution to reduce the area overhead
of such units is to select smaller set of signals for signature register and use iterative
mechanisms to test these units using the microvisor.

5.4.5 Pre-Requisites for Hard Error Tolerance
Microvisor periodically suspends CMP execution and invokes the proposed fault
detection and isolation. The timescales for optimizations used by the microvisor to adapt
threads to the capabilities of cores is much smaller (tens to hundreds of million cycles)
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than the probability of hard error occurrences (days to months) [108]. Therefore, fault
detection/isolation is not a performance bottleneck and is assumed to be known a priori.
The results of fault detection/isolation are stored in a Fault Status Table (FST).
FST maintains a status table for each core and covered structures within the core. When a
structure is found faulty, hardware reconfiguration routines are initiated and the
corresponding entry in the FST is set. For example, if a core has a degraded floating point
unit, the corresponding entry in the FST is set. FST is used to expose the computational
capabilities of cores to the microvisor.

5.5 Architecture for Hard Error Tolerance
The central component of the proposed hard error tolerance architecture is
Microvisor, a layer of implementation-dependent software, co-designed with the
hardware as shown in Figure 51. The primary function of Microvisor is to manage the
mapping of threads to cores in a CMP with faulty or degraded cores. Of interest is to
match computational requirements of threads with the capabilities of cores. Microvisor
creates a mapping of threads to cores such that the system performance (or throughput) is
optimized. Relocation of threads is supported by migrating threads between cores.
The hardware component is a phase classification unit in each core that classifies
and characterizes occurrence of phases when a thread is mapped to the core. When a
phase change is detected, a hardware interrupt is generated to invoke the microvisor
software. Additionally, the hardware platform provides support for virtualization features
like expanded isolation, and mechanisms for quick thread migration [18]. As the
architecture is designed for optimizing performance in the presence of degraded cores
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Figure 51 Hard Error Tolerance using Microvisor
due to occurrence of hard errors, it is assumed that reconfiguration knobs are available in
each core to selectively shutoff failed structures, but still allow functional compatibility.
Details of hardware reconfigurations used are discussed in subsequent sections.
The software component of this scheme is the microvisor software that runs
natively as a privileged process on the CMP. A thin Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM)
running underneath the operating system is assumed, which is primarily used to enter and
exit, as well as pass thread specific information to the Microvisor [19]. Microvisor
software maintains several data structures for managing the mapping of threads to cores.
Based on phase specific computational demands of threads captured via phase
classification unit, and hard error status of structures within individual cores, microvisor
ranks the threads such that the computational demands of threads can be matched with
the compute capabilities of cores. When microvisor finds a mapping such that the
performance of the CMP can be optimized, it invokes the thread migration procedure to
swap the threads running on the candidate cores. If microvisor evaluates no performance
gains by relocating threads to degraded cores, it simply exits. When microvisor is active,
it has the highest privileged access to the cores. When done, it exits via the VMM and
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passes control back to the operating system. As a result this approach delivers a
hardware/software co-designed solution that assists the system to adapt to the
performance degradations due to faulty cores.

5.5.1 Managing Threads to Cores Mapping
The main data structures maintained by the microvisor software are Threads to
Cores Mapping Table (TCMT), Phase History Table (PHT) and Fault Status Table (FST).
TCMT maintains the threads to cores mapping of live threads in the system. The purpose
of this table is to keep track of thread mapping, use this information to assist with thread
migration and also inform the operating system of such actions.
PHT has an entry for each live thread running in the system. For each thread
entry, the PHT maintains the Past Footprints Table (PFT). PFT keeps track of classified
stable phases within threads along with the runtime characterized instruction type
distribution of the phases, termed as Instruction Type Vector (ITV). When a thread is
mapped to a core, the associated PFT is loaded into the core’s phase classification unit
and updated as the thread executes. Microvisor uses the classified ITV to expose the
computational demands of phases.
As discussed in the previous section, FST keeps a track of the reliability status of
each core. Microvisor maintains memory mapped programmable thresholds that are used
to assist in ranking the threads based on their computational demands. The purpose of
ranking threads is to find a candidate thread for mapping to the degraded core.
Microvisor uses ITV signature to extract the expected instruction distributions within
phases of the threads. Depending on the degradation type in the faulty core, appropriate
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Figure 52 Hard Error Tolerance Software Flow
categories of the ITV signature are considered for ranking threads. The high level
software flow for the microvisor is presented in Figure 52.
When the phase classification unit in any of the cores detects a phase change,
microvisor is invoked. On each invocation, microvisor first updates the PHT with latest
classified phase information. The predicted phase information for all threads is now sent
to a Rank and Normalize Unit (RNU). RNU ranks the computational requirements of
expected phase for each thread, and in conjunction with computational capabilities of
cores, makes decisions about future threads to cores mapping. Thread migration is
initiated if the microvisor evaluates that relocating a thread to the degraded core will
improve performance. The key idea behind microvisor’s thread migration policy is to
relocate the thread with minimum ranking to the degraded core. In scenarios when the
minimum ranked thread is already mapped to the degraded core or the number of live
threads in the CMP is equal or less than the fully functional cores, migration is not
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initiated. When the minimum ranked thread is not mapped to the degraded core, the
actual core running the minimum ranked thread is selected to swap threads with the
degraded core. When multiple cores are assumed to have distinct degradations, the
severity of degradation type is considered in addition to the ranking of threads. The core
with most severe degradation is selected first to find a candidate thread followed by rest
of the degraded cores. Subsequently, PFT in each core is updated with the appropriate
thread’s phase information from PHT, and microvisor exits.

5.5.2 Ranking Threads
The purpose of ranking threads is to find a candidate thread for mapping to the
degraded core. Microvisor uses ITV signature to extract the expected instruction
distributions within phases of the threads. Depending on the degradation type in the
faulty core, appropriate categories of the ITV signature are considered for ranking
threads. The ranking process is explained with a mock up example using Figure 53.
Assume a Dual-Core CMP has a degraded floating point unit in one core. Two threads
are run on the Dual-Core with T1 thread classified with one and T2 thread classified with
two distinct phases. For ranking these three distinct phases, only floating point related
instruction type distributions are used. Each instruction type is assigned a weight, which
is programmable via the microvisor threshold registers. A detailed study of how weights
can be determined is presented in evaluation section. Based on the ITV signature of each
phase and thread, the instruction type distribution is shown. The rightmost column shows
the ranking for each phase, which is calculated by multiplying the weights with the actual
instruction type distributions, and then summing up all categories of ITV signature. The
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Figure 53 Example of using ITV Signature for ranking threads
final ranking (normalized to 1) shows that the rank of T2-P1 is minimum, thus making it
the most suitable candidate for mapping to the degraded core with faulty floating point
unit. If there are multiple degraded cores, ranking is done for each degraded core.

5.5.3 Thread Relocation Policy
The key idea behind microvisor’s thread relocation policy is to relocate the thread
with minimum ranking to the degraded core. This process is repeated whenever a phase
change is detected. In scenarios when the minimum ranked thread is already mapped to
the degraded core or the number of live threads in the CMP is equal or less than the fully
functional cores, migration is not initiated. When the minimum ranked thread is not
mapped to the degraded core, the actual core running the minimum ranked thread is
selected to swap threads with the degraded core. When multiple cores are assumed to
have distinct degradations, the severity of degradation type is considered in addition to
the ranking of threads. The core with most severe degradation is selected first to find a
candidate thread followed by rest of the degraded cores.
The proposed thread relocation policy is illustrated by extending the example
from previous subsection. Assume that thread T2 executes T2-P1 phase for half of its
execution and T2-P2 for the other half. The second column in Figure 53 shows an
expected reduction in CMP throughput when the corresponding thread is mapped to the
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degraded core. When T1 is mapped to one core, the other core executes the T2 thread
until both threads finish. When T1 is mapped to the degraded core, CMP suffers 10%
performance loss, whereas, when T2 is mapped to the degraded core, CMP performance
loss is 12.5%. Microvisor on the contrary, adapts the threads such that when T1-P1 and
T2-P1 phases are executing, the T2 is mapped to the degraded core. On the other hand,
when T1-P1 and T2-P2 phases are executing, T1-P1 is mapped to the degraded core. This
results in an overall CMP performance loss of 7.5%, which is the best possible
assignment of threads to cores to achieve minimal performance loss.

5.6 Matching Program Phases to Computational Resources
The applicability of ITV signatures to enable matching of program phases to
computational resources with fully functional and degraded cores is presented. Figure 54
(top) shows the ITV signature for the classified phases in SPEC2000 benchmarks (phase
IDs of the classified phases are identified on the x-axis). The ITV signature represents the
instruction distribution of various instruction types captured at the interval granularity of
10 million instructions. It is evident from this graph that ITV signatures clearly demarcate
the phases within an application. Across workloads, Integer and Floating Point
benchmarks are also easily distinguishable. A key, simple observation from the ITV
signatures across Integer and Floating Point benchmarks is that Integer benchmarks
exhibit minimal floating point instruction types. Microvisor uses this information to
improve performance of a defective core by relocating an integer benchmark to the core
with a faulty floating point unit.
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ITV Instruction Type Distribution
Mean IPC per phase
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Figure 54 ITV Signature (top) and corresponding mean IPC (bottom) of all
classified phases using ITV scheme
The ITV signatures also expose intricate details of the phases within benchmarks.
For example, applu benchmark’s phases clearly show that the phase 0 is dominated by
integer ALU type instructions, whereas phases 2 and 3 are highly biased towards floating
point ALU type instructions. If one core has faulty Integer ALUs, then the proposed
scheme will avoid scheduling applus’s phase 0 to the degraded core, whereas, the phases
2 and 3 will be top candidates for the faulty core. As another example, gcc benchmark’s
phases show that phase 3 is dominated by load/store accesses, while phases 4, 5 and 6
have lower memory accesses and they are relatively biased towards loads. If the
load/store queue of a core incurs degradation, microvisor will ensure that phase 3 of the
gcc is steered away from the faulty core.
Figure 54 (bottom) shows that phase classification architecture effectively
classifies most of the stable phases into a small number of phase IDs with significant
variation in performance. Microvisor considers the ITV signatures to evaluate threads to
cores mapping in the presence of faulty structures within cores.
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5.7 Reconfiguration of Faulty Execution Units
When hard errors disable an execution unit, microvisor reconfigures the hardware
to provide emulation support for the instructions that utilize that unit, such that the core
remains Instruction Set Architecture compatible and functional. Meixner et al present
techniques to salvage partially functional execution units. They use software emulation
and functioning hardware to emulate faulty instructions [109]. Microvisor uses alternate
functional execution units to emulate the faulty instructions. A key technology that
enables hardware emulation is microcode, introduced by Intel to fix post-silicon hardware
bugs [110].
Floating Point Unit Degradation: A core with faulty floating point units assumes
that all floating point ALU, Multiply and Divide instructions are non-functional. The
decode unit in the faulty core traps these instructions and invokes microcode. The
microcode contains instruction sequences to emulate these instructions using fixed-point
execution units. This is equivalent to software package such as GNU soft-fp library that
uses integer arithmetic to emulate floating point instructions. Microvisor assumes a 5X
latency penalty and throughput reduction to sequential execution for emulating floating
point instructions.
Complex Integer Unit Degradation: Cores with faulty integer multiply and divide
units resort to emulation using shift-and-add and shift-add-subtract instructions. The
decode unit traps these instructions and microcode invokes emulation routines.
Microvisor assumes a 5X latency penalty and throughput reduction to sequential
execution for emulating complex integer instructions.
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Simple Integer Unit Degradation: A core with faulty integer simple units assumes
that all integer ALU units are faulty. As ALU instructions are performance critical,
microvisor assumes a single on-core reconfigurable fabric that incurs 4 extra cycles to
execute ALU instructions compared to baseline. For example, an 8-bit adder and simple
control logic can be configured to produce a 32-bit add result in 4 cycles. The decode unit
in the faulty core traps these instructions and invokes microcode. The microcode contains
routines to configure the fabric to execute the faulty instruction type. Microvisor assumes
that the baseline five integer ALUs in the degraded core share the single fabric, which
can execute one instruction per cycle and incurs four cycle latency.

5.8 Reconfiguration of Faulty Small Arrays
When hard errors disable portions of small non-cache array structures, microvisor
reconfigures the structure by shutting off the faulty areas. Structures such as ROB, LSQ,
Instruction Queue and Virtual Registers can be designed with independent partitions such
that each partition is a self-standing and independently usable unit. Ponomarev et al
present details of such partitioning in a superscalar core for energy savings [54].
Microvisor assumes a 4-banked partitioning for array structures. In case of a faulty
structure, microvisor provides routines to de-configure the error prone banks. Microvisor
assumes that a faulty array structure operates at 50% capacity.
Microvisor also considers decoder degradation where the decode unit is assumed
to be faulty and requires 2 extra cycles to decode an instruction. This is conceivable by
structuring the decode unit such that the built-in redundancy in instruction decoders can
be exploited to keep the decode unit functional and ISA compliant [93].
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5.9 Evaluation
A modified version of SESC cycle-level MIPS simulator is used to develop the
microvisor framework [56]. SESC supports CMPs within the symmetric multiprocessing
paradigm. SESC has been extended with thread migration routines to spawn and manage
multiple threads dynamically. Microvisor incurs an estimated 2,000 cycles overhead for
each invocation. CMP configurations with three, four and six cores are used for the
simulations. Each core is an aggressive pipeline with redundancy and speculation support
as shown in Table 5.
Single as well as multiple (two) defective cores to model the impact of hard errors
are used. Table 6 shows the matrix of hard errors used for this study. For a single
defective core, hard errors are modeled in several execution units, combinational logic as
well as small array structures. A combination of these hard errors is used to model the
occurrence of independent defect types in two different cores.

Components with Hard-Errors
One
Faulty
Core

Execution Units (EXE)

Floating Point Units
Integer ALU Units
Integer Multiply/Divide Units

Small Arrays (SA)

Combinational Logic
Two
Faulty
Cores

Degradation ID
FP
iALU
iComplex

Reorder Buffer

ROB

Load Store Queue

LSQ

Virtual Registers

Regs

Decode Unit

Decode

EXE, SA

FP – ROB

EXE, SA

iALU – LSQ

EXE, EXE

FP – iALU

SA, SA

ROB – LSQ

Table 6 Faults types and their distribution for CMP cores
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Workload

CMP
Configuration

SPEC2000 Benchmarks

Floating point/ Integer
Thread Mix
T1

T2

T3

applu, ammp, art

FP

FP

FP

BM2

apsi, applu, ammp

FP

FP

FP

BM3

equake, apsi, applu

FP

FP

FP

BM4

swim, art, equake

FP

FP

FP

BM5

wupwise, ammp, art

FP

FP

FP

BM6

apsi, applu, bzip2

FP

FP

INT

BM7

apsi, art, gzip

FP

FP

INT

BM8

swim, ammp, gcc

FP

FP

INT

BM9

ammp, twolf, gcc

FP

INT

INT

BM10

applu, twolf, bzip2

FP

INT

INT

BM11

vpr, twolf, gcc

INT

INT

INT

swim, art, equake, ammp

FP

FP

FP

FP

BM13

wupwise, ammp, art, bzip2

FP

FP

FP

INT

BM14

apsi, applu, bzip2, twolf

FP

FP

INT

INT

BM16

applu, vpr, twolf, gcc

FP

INT

INT

INT

apsi, applu, ammp, swim, art, equake

FP

FP

FP

BM18

equake, apsi, applu, ammp, art, bzip2

FP

FP

BM19

swim, art, equake, ammp, twolf, gcc

FP

BM20

wupwise, ammp, art, vpr, twolf, gcc

FP

BM1

BM12

BM17

Tri Core

Quad Core

Six Core

T4

T5

T6

FP

FP

FP

FP

FP

FP

INT

FP

FP

FP

INT

INT

FP

FP

INT

INT

INT

Table 7 Multi-programmed Workloads for Hard Error Tolerance
To evaluate, multi-programmed workloads are created by grouping SPEC2000
benchmarks. Each workload is a combination of Floating point and Integer benchmarks
running reference input sets. Before entering the performance evaluation mode, each
thread is fast forwarded 2 billion instructions. Table 7 shows multi-programmed
workloads. Simulation is run until each thread completes 2 billion instructions (total of 6
billion instructions Tri-Core, 8 billion for Quad-Core and 12 billion for Six-Core CMP).
The performance impact of faulty components on the CMP throughput is studied
and compared it to baseline architecture. The baseline architecture assumes a static
mapping of threads to cores with no faulty components in any of the cores. To further
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Figure 55 Core Sparing in Tri-Core CMP with 1 core disabled
evaluate the proposed architecture, results are compared to Core Sparing [111]. Core
Sparing is a mechanism where a faulty core is disabled when faults manifest in the core.
All threads are subsequently mapped to a reduced number of cores. To enable core
sparing, it is assumed that threads will migrate on the reduced CMP in a round-robin
fashion. Migration frequency assumed for core sparing is 10 million cycles.

5.9.1 Potential over Core Sparing
Although core sparing has been shown as an effective mechanism to tackle fault
tolerance in chip multiprocessors, it is far from perfect. Figure 55 shows the performance
of a Tri-Core CMP where one of the three cores is disabled and all three threads are
mapped to the two available cores. Based on the workload characteristics, Core Sparing
results in a performance loss of 12% to 26% compared to the baseline. The loss of
performance is mainly attributed to the unavailability of the defective core, but the inter
workload variance shows the diversity in computational demands of threads. A scheme
that is capable of using a degraded core to run threads that do not rely on extracting
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33%
25%
33%
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1 Faulty in
Six-Core
16%

Figure 56 Impact of one or two defective components per core
performance from the presence of faulty components can potentially deliver better
performance than core sparing.
Figure 56 analyzes the impact of one and two defective components per core. The
CMP throughput of core sparing and the proposed scheme are compared as the number of
cores and threads are increased. The x-axis shows the distribution of faulty cores per
CMP. For example, when two cores in a Tri-Core CMP incur defects, core sparing
disables these two cores, resulting in 67% loss in compute resources. The throughput
data presented here is an average across all combinations of fault types and workloads
using a particular CMP configuration. The data indicates that the potential utility of core
sparing is more prominent when less than 20% of cores are disabled. Otherwise, core
disabling incurs non-linear decrease in CMP throughput as the percentage loss of
compute resources increases. On the contrary, microvisor constantly evaluates the
computational demands of threads against the capabilities of cores and uses thread
migration to deliver minimal performance loss when one or two of the cores per CMP
incur faults. Performance is shown to be within 96% of baseline when greater than 50%
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Figure 57 Comparing weight assignments for ITV and IPC
of cores have faults, 98% when 20% to 50% of cores have faults and 99% when less than
20% of cores have faults.

5.9.2 Ranking Threads using Weight Assignments
One of the key capabilities needed for effective thread relocation is to rank and
normalize the active threads such that the thread with minimum ranking can be relocated
to the core with degraded capabilities. This section evaluates various weight assignments
for various fault types. Threads are ranked based on their ITV signatures as well as
microarchitecture-dependent parameter such as Instructions per Cycle (IPC). Figure 57
shows the performance impact of a Tri-Core CMP when one fault type manifests in one
of the cores. The x-axis shows the various weight assignments that are considered for
each fault type. The first row on x-axis shows the percentage component of weights
considered from ITV signature, while the rest is attributed to IPC. For example, 80 imply
that ITV signature is assigned 80%, while IPC 20% of the weight. The second row shows
the percentage component of ITV signature weight contributed by the various instruction
type distributions, as discussed in chapter 2.
In case of Integer ALU degradation, only the iALU part of the ITV signature is
used. The IPC contributions of 0% and 20% are studied. For Floating point degradation,
the fpALU, fpMult and fpDiv parts of the ITV signature are given various weights and
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IPC contributions are varied from 0% to 100%. Data indicates that ITV signature alone
yields best results to determine which thread should go to the core with degraded
capabilities.
Similar results are seen for the degradations in small array structures such as ROB
or LSQ. For LSQ, only iLoad and iStore part of the ITV signatures are considered, and
for ROB, various mixes that involve all instruction type distributions are used. IPC
contributions from 0% to 100% are swept and it is found that the best result are yet again
seen when IPC is not used to assign any weights. This shows that ITV signature alone is
sufficient to make thread relocation decisions and microarchitecture dependent
parameters (such as IPC) can be misleading as they are corrupted by the actual
asymmetric performance of the degraded CMP. The weight assignments with minimum
performance loss are used as the default settings in microvisor’s programmable registers.

5.9.3 Analysis of Tri-Core CMP with Three Threads
This section analyzes a Tri-Core CMP configuration when one or two fault types
manifest. In case of two fault types, a different fault type for each core is assumed. Figure
58 show that microvisor delivers 20% improvement over one core sparing. The two core
sparing is considered the worst case scenario as 67% of the compute capabilities of the
Tri-Core are disabled. In this scenario, microvisor delivers greater than 100%
improvement over core sparing.
When one fault type degrades Integer ALU, ROB or LSQ capabilities, a 2-3%
performance loss is observed. Floating Point (FP) degradation results in less than 1%
performance loss. Note that most of the SPEC 2000 benchmarks depend on the
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Figure 58 Tri-Core CMP running three threads
availability of multiple ALUs, speculation and queuing capabilities of a superscalar core
to extract Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP). Floating point units are distinctly used by
FP benchmarks only, while ROB, LSQ and Integer ALU units are invariably used by all
benchmarks. Microvisor utilizes ITV signatures at the granularity of stable phases within
threads to rank the expected performance of threads in the presence of faults. Based on
this ranking, microvisor initiates thread migrations such that performance losses are
minimal. Multiple migrations are needed to consistently adapt the changing phases and
their expected ILP requirements to the appropriate cores in the CMP. FP degradation
results in very few migrations as only one non-FP thread is needed to steer away the other
threads from the degraded core. Number of migrations increases for iALU, ROB or LSQ
type degradations as threads are frequently migrated to minimize the performance impact.
When two fault types are considered to degrade two of the three cores, microvisor
observes ~2% performance loss for scenarios when at least one of the degraded cores has
FP degradation. For fault scenarios that involve Integer ALU, ROB or LSQ degradations,
performance loss of ~5% is observed. For FP degradation scenarios, migrations are
dominated by the other degradation type i.e., Integer ALU or ROB. As both cores incur
Integer ALU, ROB or LSQ type degradations, the performance losses are minimized by
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Figure 59 Quad-Core CMP running four threads
aggressively migrating threads among the cores. Note that in the worst case scenario, a
migration is invoked at an average of 70 million cycles. This outperforms its core sparing
counterpart in terms of the frequency of migrations.

5.9.4 Analysis of Quad-Core CMP with Four Threads
This section analyzes a Quad-Core CMP configuration. One and two fault types
are assumed, thereby reducing compute capabilities of 25% and 50% of the cores
respectively. Figure 59 shows that microvisor on average delivers 8% gains over one core
sparing and 30% over two core sparing scenarios. This improvement over the Tri-Core
counterpart is primarily attributed to the availability of additional cores in the Quad-Core.
When one fault type degrades Integer ALU, FP or ROB capabilities, a 0.5%
performance loss is observed. LSQ degradation results in ~3% performance loss. LSQ
performance loss is mainly attributed to BM12 and BM13 workloads, which have all
threads consistently expecting a significant number of Load and Store accesses. As a
result the core with degraded LSQ always incurs some performance penalty. The number
of migrations observed is significantly lower than the Tri-Core counterpart. This is
primarily due to the availability of additional compute resources for the microvisor to
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match threads with. One exception is the Integer ALU degradation, which is integral to
extracting ILP in most if not all of the threads. Even in this scenario, microvisor
successfully eliminates most of the performance losses.
When two fault types manifest in two different cores, the microvisor follows
similar pattern as the single fault counterpart. Microvisor observes a ~1% performance
loss when at least one of the cores incur FP degradation, while other scenarios see
between 5-7% performance losses. The greater losses are observed when at least one
thread suffers due to LSQ, while the rest of the threads are fighting to steer away from the
other degraded core. Note that even with 7% performance loss, microvisor shows
significant improvement over core sparing counterpart, while keeping the migration
frequency low.

5.9.5 Analysis of Six-Core CMP with Six Threads
This section analyzes a Six-Core CMP configuration. One and two fault types are
assumed, thereby reducing compute capabilities of 16% and 33% of the cores
respectively. Figure 60 shows that microvisor on average delivers 1% gains over one core
sparing and 4% over two core sparing scenarios. Although core sparing in this design
space seems like an attractive counterpart to the proposed approach, microvisor still
outperforms core sparing in terms of the number of migrations needed to keep the
performance losses minimal. Data indicates that microvisor performs migrations at the
worst case granularity of 150 million cycles, whereas, core sparing requires a much
higher migration frequency (10 to 20 million cycles) to perform at comparable levels.
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Figure 60 Six-Core CMP running six threads
Data indicates that microvisor successfully uses thread migrations to mitigate
performance losses on average to within 1% of baseline for a single and two faults
scenarios in a Six-Core CMP configuration.

5.9.6 Analysis of Microvisor Invocations
Figure 61 presents the percentage of microvisor invocations that result in thread
migrations using a single fault in a Tri-Core configuration. Microvisor invocation
represents phase change detection in any of the threads within the workload. Lower
invocations are desired as they represent classified phases that last for longer periods of
time, hence lowering migration frequency. This implies that an optimization applied by
microvisor for phase changes amortize the cost of migration penalties. Workloads BM4
and BM7 show high number of invocations due to swim, equake (Floating point) and gzip
(Integer) benchmarks that show frequent changes in phase behavior.
For FP degradation the floating point intensive workloads (BM1 to BM5) show an
average of 20% of invocations resulting in thread migrations. In scenarios when at least
one of the threads is integer intensive, a single mapping of that thread to FP degraded
core is enough to mitigate all performance losses. On the contrary, Integer ALU shows an
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Figure 61 Analysis of microvisor invocations
average of 30% of invocations resulting in thread migrations across integer and floating
point mixes of threads. This shows the effectiveness of microvisor scheme when an exact
or distinct match is not available. Results show that microvisor successfully relocates an
appropriate thread to the degraded iALU core, while keeping the performance losses
within 3%.
For degradation in ROB and LSQ an average of 12% to 15% of phase change
detections results in thread migrations. The opportunities to migrate threads are higher
when ILP requirements or memory access demands of at least one of the threads is lower
than the rest of the threads. This behavior is highlighted by the BM4 workload that mixes
swim, art and equake benchmarks and one of the cores has a degraded ROB. It is
observed that the ILP requirements of equake show significant variance when phase
changes occur, while the swim benchmark shows relatively stable ILP demands that can
be categorized as somewhere between the variance seen in the equake counterpart. As the
workload incurs phase changes, a thread migration is initiated for most of the invocations
to adapt to this diversity in ILP demands of equake and swim.
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5.10 Conclusion
A novel architecture for hard error detection and tolerance in chip multiprocessors
is presented based on a hardware/software co-design paradigm. Microvisor is studied as a
standalone runtime software scheme with hardware assistance that exploits inter-core
redundancy in CMPs for hard error tolerance. Instruction Type Vectors (ITV) based
phase classification architecture detects and classifies phase behavior within threads. ITV
signature reveals the computational demands of threads to microvisor by exposing the
instruction type distributions of phases. Microvisor manages threads to cores mapping
such that the CMP performance is optimized in the presence of the degraded cores. In the
proposed scheme, computational demands are adaptively matched with available
resources, resulting in a flawless execution with less than 2% loss of performance. This
chapter concludes that all the objectives set forth in section 5.3 are achieved when the
proposed scheme is deployed in a system.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
This thesis provides practical solutions to leverage the hardware and software
abstraction layers of today’s systems for tackling low-level technology related problems
of future nano-CMOS. Several of the low level details of hardware such as power,
thermal, and faults are tightly correlated to the hardware behavior, interactions within the
system, and application behavior. The conventional approach to tackling such problems
in hardware or software come with additional costs and design complexity, or they are
severely limited by observability and controllability due to strict abstraction layers
imposed by instruction sets or operating systems. This thesis provides an integration of
the hardware and software components for effective management of the system.
This work examined a low-overhead and scalable hardware-based program phase
classification scheme, termed as Instruction Type Vectors (ITV). ITV captures the
execution frequencies of committed instruction types over profiling intervals and
subsequently classifies and detects phases within threads. Using ITV, rather than
previously proposed schemes, allows exposing the computational demands of phases
within threads in addition to phase classification. ITV reveals the computational demands
by exposing the instruction type distributions of phases to the system. Several
applications of ITV scheme are also proposed. Based on the past history of the rate of
change of temperature, temperature prediction of threads is proposed. This allows an intime response to thermal emergencies at a fine granularity within cores. ITV improves the
accuracy of thread-level temperature prediction significantly, allowing the multi-core
processor to operate at its optimal performance, while keeping the cores thermally
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saturated. To enable fine grain power management, a selective set of few key hardware
structures within cores are proposed to dynamically adapt to the computational demands
of the application threads. ITV is proposed to speculate power-performance tradeoffs at
the fine granularity of phases and based on this information, selectively power gate
portions of a few structures. Finally, ITV is proposed to guide mapping of threads to
cores when faults disable or degrade capabilities of structures within cores. The system
observes the changing phase behavior of threads and initiates thread relocation to match
the computation demands of threads to the capabilities of cores. This allows the system to
exploit inter-core redundancy for fault tolerance in a multi-core.
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